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ABSTRACT 

 

New aspect in MOCVD of metal- and N-polar (Al,Ga)N and its device applications  

 

by 

 

Haoran Li 

 

 (Al,Ga,In)N semiconductor materials are widely used in high-frequency, high-power 

electronics due to their wide bandgaps. Both metal- and N-polar AlGaN/GaN high-electron-

mobility transistors (HEMTs) demonstrated excellent performances as high-frequency signal 

amplifiers. While the majority of today’s III-N transistors are based on metal-polar 

heterostructures, N-polar materials have gained attention following the breakthrough in the 

deposition of high quality films. Compared to their metal-polar counterparts, N-polar HEMT 

structures improve the scalability of devices, increase the electron confinement and reduce 

contact resistance, exhibiting great potentials in high-frequency device fabrications. 

In order to suppress alloy scattering in the HEMT structures, a thin AlN interlayer is 

usually introduced between the AlGaN barrier and the GaN channel. However, a significant 

amount of unintentional Ga incorporation was observed in AlN films grown by metal-

organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), one of the major techniques to produce the 

HEMT epi structures. In the first part of my thesis, the impact of impure AlN interlayers on 

HEMTs was examined, explaining the significant improvement in electron mobility despite 

of the high Ga concentration of ~ 50%. Moreover, both metal-polar and N-polar AlN films 



 

 xv 

grown by MOCVD under various conditions were investigated, the results of which 

indicated that the major source of unintentional Ga was the former Ga deposition on the 

susceptor in the same run. It was also observed that N-polar AlN films contained less Ga 

compared to metal-polar ones when they were grown under same conditions. Methods to 

suppress the Ga were also discussed. In addition, the morphological and electrical properties 

of the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with AlN films grown under different conditions were 

analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and room temperature Van der Pauw hall 

measurement.  

Following the study of AlN interlayers in the HEMT structures, the development of N-

polar HEMT epitaxial structures with highly-scaled channel thicknesses was discussed in 

detail. Small channel thickness is critical to prevent short channel effects when scaling down 

the lateral size of N-polar HEMT devices. By modifying the Si doping level in the back-

barrier and the Al composition of the AlGaN cap, the channel thickness of the conventional 

N-polar HEMT structure with pure GaN channel was successfully scaled down to 8 nm. To 

further reduce the channel thickness, a thin InGaN layer was introduced between the channel 

and the AlGaN cap, leading to a decrease of the electric field in the channel and an increase 

of the distance between the centroid of the 2DEG and the AlN/GaN interface, which 

suppressed the scattering at the interface and significantly improved the electron mobility. 

The sheet charge density also increased due to the net positive polarization charge at the 

GaN/InGaN interface. The design was demonstrated by MOCVD. An increase of 73% in 

electron mobility from 606 to 1141 cm2/(V·s) was observed when the 6 nm thick pure GaN 

channel was replaced by a 4 nm GaN / 2 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel. The smallest 

applicable channel thickness was decreased to 4 nm with the composite channel design. 
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Introduction 

 

The III-nitride system (Al,Ga,In)N has a direct band-gap ranging from 0.6 eV (InN) to 

6.2 eV (AlN). Since the ternary and quaternary III-nitride alloys provide a tunable band-gap 

which covers the infrared spectrum to deep UV region, they are widely used in solid state 

lightening such as light-emitting diodes (LED) and laser diodes (LD).  

Besides optical applications, (Al,Ga,In)N alloys are also excellent materials for 

electronic applications thanks to their high mechanical and thermal stability, high thermal 

conductivity, large piezoelectric constants, high breakdown voltage and reasonably high 

electron saturation velocity. The wide band-gaps largely suppress the impact ionization 

which would not happen before the hot electrons gain the energy equivalent to the band-

gaps to create electron-hole pairs, preventing avalanche breakdown of the devices under 

high electric fields. Moreover, thanks to the large energy separation of electrons between the 

conduction band Γ and L valleys, the intervalley transition under high electric fields is 

suppressed, leading to high electron saturation velocities.1 Thereby, GaN-based electronic 

devices are particularly suitable for high-power, high-frequency applications.  
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 Metal-polar GaN-based HEMTs grown by MOCVD  

1.1.1 MOCVD of GaN 

One of the most common growth techniques for (Al,Ga,In)N materials is the metal-

organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Ambacher discussed the growth of metal-

polar (Al,Ga,In)N materials by MOCVD in detail in his review published in 1998.2 

Trimethylgallium, trimethylaluminum, trimethylindium and NH3 are the most common 

precursors used in the deposition. Due to the high thermal stability of NH3, the growth 

temperature for (Al,Ga)N is usually high (> 900 °C). Films with In are grown at a lower 

temperature in order to obtain higher In content. Sapphire and 6H-SiC are two of the 

common substrates. While sapphire is inexpensive, SiC has a better thermal conductivity 

which is beneficial for high-power operations.3 Unless specified, the samples discussed in 

this work were grown on sapphire. In our typical GaN growth by MOCVD, the surface of 

the sapphire substrate is first nitridated using NH3, followed by a nucleation layer grown at a 

relatively low temperature. Then both of the growth temperature and growth rate are 

increased for the buffer growth, which starts with island formation and after the islands 

coalesce, the dislocation density decreases as the layer grows thicker and the typical 

dislocation density for layers thicker than 1 µm is in the magnitude of 108 cm-2. 

 

1.1.2 Metal-polar HEMTs 

The spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in the wurtzite (Al,Ga,In)N alloys and 

the high electron drift velocities (2.5×107 cm/s)4 of GaN make them excellent materials to 

fabricate high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs). As shown in Figure 1.1, the 
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polarization fields in the AlGaN and GaN layers form a two-dimensional electron gas 

(2DEG) at the AlGaN/GaN interface. Note that all the band diagrams presented in this work 

were simulated using a one-dimensional self-consistent Poisson-Schrödinger solver.5 In a 

typical Ga-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure with AlN interlayer, the sheet charge density 

(ns) measures ~ 1×1013 cm-2 with an associated electron mobility (µ) of ~ 2000 cm2/Vs, 

resulting in high conductivity in the channel. 

 

Figure 1.1  Band diagram of Ga-polar GaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructure. 

 

The high breakdown field in GaN of ~ 3 MV/cm indicates its great potential in high-

power applications. The Johnson6 and Baliga7 figures of merit (JFoM and BFoM) are 

indicators of high-frequency power performance, taking into account the critical electric 

field (or band gap) and electron saturation velocity (or electron mobility) in the materials. 

The JFoM and BFoM of GaN are one order of magnitude higher than that of Si and GaAs 

material systems and also superior to SiC. Thereby, GaN-based HEMT structures are very 

attractive in high-frequency, high-power electronics applications. 

The AlGaN/GaN HEMT was first demonstrated by Asif Khan et al. in 1993.8 The first 

radio-frequency (RF) and power performance of GaN HEMT was demonstrated by Wu et 
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al. in 1996.9 Since then, the GaN-based high-power-density RF HEMTs has been developed 

rapidly. In 2012, Shinohara et al. reported simultaneously fT and fmax of 342 and 518 GHz.10 

High power densities were also reported: 41.4 W/mm at 4 GHz,11 30.6 W/mm at 8 GHz,12 

13.7 W/mm at 30 GHz13 and 10.5 W/mm at 40 GHz.14  

 

1.1.3 High-frequency device and short-channel effect 

It is necessary to shorten the carrier transit time τ between the source and drain spacing l 

for the high-frequency operation. Given the relationship τ = l/vsat and the fact that the 

saturation velocity is material dependent, the source to drain spacing need to be scaled down 

for high-frequency devices.  

However, for highly scaled l, the devices are strongly affected by short-channel effects 

such as drain-induced barrier lowering and punch-through,15,16 which can be mitigated by 

enhancing the electron confinement in the channel and increasing the aspect ratio of a 

device. The aspect ratio is defined as gate length divided by gate-to-2DEG separation (Lg/a). 

For highly scaled devices, decrease of gate-to-2DEG separation is necessary. In Ga-polar 

HEMTs, the electron confinement can be improved by adding InGaN back-barriers.17,18 

However, to decrease the gate-to-2DEG separation, the barrier thicknesses of the Ga-polar 

HEMTs need to be shrunk down, which in turn leads to 2DEG density drop, resulting in 

undesirably lower current densities in the devices. This tradeoff is well resolved in N-polar 

HEMTs as described in the following section. 
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 N-polar HEMTs 

1.2.1 Merits of N-polar HEMTs 

As polar materials [Figure 1.2], the N-polar (Al,Ga,In)N have opposite polarization 

fields to the metal-polar ones. The charge inducing layer is positioned below the 2DEG in 

the N-polar HEMT structure [Figure 1.3(b)], rather than between the 2DEG and gate metal 

like in Ga-polar structures [Figure 1.3(a)]. As a result, this layer can be modified to increase 

the sheet charge density independent of gate-to-channel distance, significantly improving the 

scalability of N-polar devices relative to Ga-polar transistors. Also, the back-barrier in N-

polar HEMTs provides a natural quantum confinement of the 2DEG, displacing it towards 

the gate. What’s more, in the N-polar case ohmic contacts can be made directly to the GaN 

channel, easing the formation of low resistance ohmic contacts.19 Even with an AlGaN cap 

on top of the channel in the N-polar HEMT to improve the breakdown voltage, it is easier to 

make low resistance contacts given the usually thin AlGaN cap with a thickness of 2 – 3 nm, 

which is much thinner than the typical AlGaN barriers in Ga-polar HEMTs.  

 

Figure 1.2  Schematic atomic structure of Ga- and N-polar GaN. 
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Figure 1.3  Band diagrams of (a) Ga-polar and (b) N-polar GaN/AlGaN/GaN 

heterostructure with various AlGaN barrier thicknesses. 

 

1.2.2 N-polar material grown by MOCVD 

To grow N-polar GaN on c-plane sapphire substrates, a higher nitridation temperature is 

used compared to the metal-polar GaN deposition.20 An interfacial AlN layer is formed 

during the nitridation step which typically leads to growth of N-polar films.21 On SiC 

substrates, the N-polar GaN is simply grown on the C-face and the growth is usually 

initiated with an AlN nucleation layer.22 

Due to the lower surface mobility of the group-III adatoms on N-polar than metal-polar 

during film deposition, hexagons are likely to form as the layer grow thicker [Figure 

1.4].23,24,25 In order to maintain a step-flow growth, the adatom surface diffusion length has 

to be longer than the terrace width. Thereby, vicinal substrates were introduced into N-polar 

GaN growth. 
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Figure 1.4  Microscopic image of GaN surface deposited on sapphire substrates having a 

varying thickness of (a) 100 nm (5 min deposition) and (b) 200 nm (10 min).24 

 

In 2007, Keller et al. reported smooth N-polar GaN films grown on vicinal c-plane 

sapphire substrates with misorientations of 0.5° – 4° toward a-plane and m-plane.26 The 

optical micrographs are presented in Figure 1.5. It is shown that a 2° misorientation towards 

a- or m-plane effectively suppressed hexagon formation. The smooth surface morphology 

maintained when the misorientation was increased to 4°. 
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Figure 1.5  Optical micrographs of 0.8 µm thick GaN films grown on (0001) sapphire 

substrates with misorientation angles of (a) 0.5°, (c) 1°, and (e) 2° toward the a-plane, and 

(b) 0.5°, (d) 1°, and (f) 2° toward the m-plane. The inserts in (a) and (b) are enlarged 

threefold.26 

 

The samples were measured by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) and the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD rocking curves for the (000-2) and (20-2-1) 

diffraction peaks are shown in Figure 1.6. While the FWHM of the symmetric (000-2) 

rocking curve correlates with the number of threading dislocations (TDs) with screw 

component, the off-axis (20-2-1) curve is sensitive to the presence of pure edge threading 
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dislocations. With increasing misorientation angles from 0.5 to 4° the FWHM of the (20-2-

1) diffraction peak decreased from about 1100 to 510 arc sec. The FWHM of the (000-2) 

diffraction peak was the lowest for the 2A and 2M samples (80 arc sec) and increased to 300 

arc sec for the 4A and 4M samples. Considering the more significant reduction of pure edge 

TDs with increasing misorientation angles, the 4° misorientation of the substrate is preferred 

for N-polar GaN growth. 

 

Figure 1.6  Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD rocking curves measured 

for the (000-2) and (20-2-1) diffraction peaks of 0.8 µm thick GaN films grown on (0001) 

Al2O3 substrates with different misorientation angles and directions.26 

 

While the misorientation direction showed little impact on the structural and optical 

properties of the N-polar GaN films as reported in reference 26, smoother surfaces were 

observed for samples misoriented toward the sapphire-a-plane, particularly at the highest 

misorientation angle of 4°. 

Therefore, sapphire substrates with 4° misorientation towards a-plane were chosen for 

epitaxy of the N-polar samples in this work. 
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1.2.3 Typical epitaxial structure of N-polar HEMTs 

As shown in Figure 1.7, a typical N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure in our study 

consisted of a 1.5 µm thick semi-insulating (S.I.) GaN buffer, a 10 nm thick Si-doped GaN 

layer, a 20 nm thick Si-doped graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.05 - 0.38) back-barrier, a 10 nm 

thick unintentionally doped (UID) Al0.38Ga0.62N back-barrier, a 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer, 

a GaN of different thicknesses, a 2.6 nm thick AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.27 or 0.46) cap and a 5 nm 

thick in-situ SiNx layer for surface protection. The corresponding band diagram is shown in 

Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.7  Typical N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure with a channel thickness of 

tch. 
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Figure 1.8  Band diagram of a typical N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure with a 

channel thickness of 9 nm. The SiNx cap is not included. Top surface is on the left. The 

simulation was carried out by BANDENG.5 

 

The Si doped graded AlGaN layer was introduced to prevent the donorlike hole trap 

levels at the negatively polarized bottom GaN/AlGaN interface27 [Figure 1.3(b)] from 

getting close to the fermi level and introduce dispersion.28,29,30 The 10 nm thick UID AlGaN 

spacer layer suppresses the impact of the ionized donors in the graded AlGaN on the 2DEG 

mobility. A thin AlN layer was introduced to suppress alloy scattering.31 On top of the GaN 

channel, a thin AlGaN cap is deposited to reduce gate leakage of the HEMT device.32  

 

1.2.4 Critical aspects in design of N-polar HEMTs  

When the channel thickness decreases as required by high-frequency operation, the sheet 

charge density drops due to surface pinning, which will be discussed in section 1.3.1. 

According to the simulation using a one-dimensional self-consistent Poisson-Schrödinger 

solver,5 the Si doping level affects ns more significantly than the thickness and composition 
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of the AlGaN back-barrier. Thereby, increasing the doping level is one of the major method 

to compensate the ns drop. However, for extremely high Si doping levels, it is possible that a 

parasitic 2DEG forms close to the graded AlGaN / GaN interface, resulting in additional 

dispersion in the device. The tradeoff needs to be carefully evaluated during the design of N-

polar HEMT structures. 

Another critical layer in the HEMT is the AlN interlayer which is supposed to suppress 

alloy scattering in the AlGaN back-barrier. However, significant amounts of unintentional 

Ga incorporation were observed in AlN films grown on GaN by MOCVD.33 In this work, 

comprehensive study in metal- and N-polar AlN films grown by MOCVD is presented in 

Chapter 3 and 4. 

The thickness of the channel layer, as mentioned above, is required to be shrunk down 

for high-frequency devices. In Chapter 5, this crucial aspect is discussed in detail. 

The thin AlGaN cap is introduced into the structure to reduce gate leakage. However, 

adding the AlGaN cap also reduces the aspect ratio, which is undesirable for highly scaled 

devices with small gate length in high-frequency application. A balance between the gate 

leakage and short channel effect needs to be considered during structure design.  

 

1.2.5 State-of-art of N-polar HEMT devices 

In order to suppress surface states related scattering and dispersion, a thick in-situ GaN 

cap layer was grown on top of the AlGaN cap to move the trap states associated with the ex-

situ surface far from the channel [Figure 1.9]. 34,35,36 This is called a deep recess structure. 

The design also improves the access region (where the GaN cap is not etched) conductivity 

and minimizing source-choke effects37 due to the built-in polarization of the structure. 
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Figure 1.9  Device cross-sectional schematic (not drawn to scale) and epitaxial layer 

profile of the N-polar deep recess MISHEMT with the foot-gate self-aligned to the GaN cap 

recess.36  

 

The state-of-the-art output power density (Po) and power-added-efficiency (PAE) at 

94 GHz were reported by Romanczyk et al. in 2018 with the structure shown in Figure 1.9.36 

High Po and PAE were obtained simultaneously. The peak PAE of 28.8% was measured at 

16 V with 5.3 W/mm associated Po and the peak Po of 7.94 W/mm was measured at 20 V, 

while the PAE remains above 26.9%. 

As shown in Figure 1.10, in W-band, the 7.94 W/mm peak output power density of this 

device represents more than two times improvement in power density over the best 

previously reported Ga-polar device with a comparable PAE. 
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Figure 1.10  Comparison of 94-GHz load-pull results from this paper with prior N-polar 

devices (green circles) and W-band Ga-polar devices and MMICs reported in the literature 

(grey). (a) Po as a function of VDS,Q showing N-polar offering greater power at a given VDS. 

(b) PAE as a function of associated Po where this paper demonstrates the highest reported 

combination of reported device-level efficiency and power density in W-band.34 

 

Additionally, Zheng et al. presented a high power gain cutoff frequency (fmax) of 

248 GHz together with a high breakdown voltage of 114 V for a device with an epitaxial 

structure design without the thick GaN cap.38 A thick PECVD SiNx layer was instead used 

to passivate the surface states and address dispersion. In 2018, the same authors reported a 
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high fmax·VDS,Q of 8.1 THz·V, exhibiting great potential of the device in high-frequency 

power applications.39 

 

 Channel thickness scaling in N-polar HEMTs 

1.3.1 Challenges in channel thickness scaling for N-polar HEMTs 

As the channel thickness (tch) decreases, the electric field in the channel increases, the 

sheet charge density in the channel decreases and the centroid of the 2DEG moves closer to 

the back-barrier/channel interface, resulting in a sharp decrease of the electron mobility (μ) 

in HEMT structures with ultra-scaled channels.40,41 Considering that the alloy scattering is 

suppressed by the AlN interlayer between the AlGaN back-barrier and GaN channel, we 

speculate that the scattering at the AlN/GaN interface is the major reason for the mobility 

drop with decreasing tch. 

Singisetti et al. reported 2DEG density and mobility drop with decreasing channel 

thickness [Figure 1.11(b)] in N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures [Figure 1.11(a)] in 

2012.40 The mobility decrease became sharper for thinner channels. With a channel 

thickness of 3.5 nm, the electron mobility dropped below 100 cm2/Vs with a sheet charge 

density smaller than 51012 cm-2. The ns decreased due to the depletion from the surface 

pinning at the GaN/SiNx interface, and the authors suggested the GaN/AlN interface 

roughness scattering being the dominant reason for the mobility drop with decreasing 

channel thickness.  
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(a)

    

(b)

 

Figure 1.11  (a) Schematic of a N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure. (b) 2DEG 

densities and mobilities measured by room temperature Hall for N-polar HEMT structures 

shown in (a) with various channel thicknesses.40  

 

In a recent report, Ahmadi et al. attributed this mobility drop to an increase in charged 

interface states (CIS) scattering, which worsens as the 2DEG wavefunction moves closer to 

the AlN/GaN interface and as the ns of the 2DEG reduces due to less screening.42 According 

to Ahmadi’s mobility model for the N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures, the CIS 

scattering limited mobility dropped below 7500 and 2000 cm2/Vs when the channel 

thickness decreased to 7 and 5 nm, respectively, assuming a charged interface state density 

of 8×1011 cm-2, [Figure 1.12] while the interface roughness scattering limited mobility was 

in the range of 3×105 to 6×105 cm2/Vs for all the simulated channel thicknesses.43 
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(a)       (b)

  

Figure 1.12  (a) Schematic of a N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure and (b) the 

charged interface states scattering limited mobility calculated using Ahmadi’s mobility 

model for the structure shown in (a) with various channel thicknesses.43  

 

1.3.2 Former effort in channel thickness scaling  

One approach previously reported by Lu et al. to achieve high conductivity in N-polar 

ultra-thin channel HEMTs was to insert an InAlN layer into the conventional AlGaN back-

barrier, thereby increasing ns to achieve a better screening of the scattering centers and 

hence mitigate the mobility degradation as tch decreased.44 All samples were grown in a 

vertical reactor with the susceptor 10 cm away from the showerhead. Three different 

structures with various back-barrier designs of AlN/In0.18Al0.82N (series-1, variable: InAlN 

thickness), AlN/In0.18Al0.82N/Al0.35Ga0.65N (series-2, variable: InAlN thickness) and 

AlN/Al0.35Ga0.65N/In0.18Al0.82N (series-3, variable: AlGaN thickness) were investigated 

[Figure 1.13]. No AlGaN cap was deposited on any of the samples. The structure with the 

lowest Rsh in each series was chosen for the channel scaling experiments.44 
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Figure 1.13  Schematic of epitaxial structures for different back barrier designs: (a) 

series-1 with an AlN/InAlN back barrier; (b) series-2 with an AlN/InAlN/AlGaN back 

barrier; (c) series-3 with an AlN/AlGaN/InAlN back barrier. Highlighted layers are with 

various thicknesses.44 

 

Note that since 4˚ misoriented substrates were used to ensure the growth of high quality 

N-polar films, the associated crystal misorientation resulted in the formation of surface 

steps, which in turn lead to a higher electron mobility parallel to the steps compared to the 

perpendicular direction. In devices, the higher µ parallel to the steps is taken advantage of 

by aligning the devices in such a way that the electron transport occurs parallel to the 

steps.45 Transmission line measurements (TLM) were done to obtain the sheet resistance 

(Rsh) parallel to the steps, according to which parallel mobility can be calculated using ns 

measured by Hall.  

Figure 1.14 shows the sheet charge density, electron mobility and sheet resistance 

measured by room temperature Hall for different channel thicknesses in samples with three 
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different back-barrier designs: (a) 0.5-nm-AlN/25-nm-In0.18Al0.82N, (b) 0.5-nm-AlN/10-nm-

Al0.35Ga0.65N/10-nm-In0.18Al0.82N and (c) 0.5-nm-AlN/7.5-nm-In0.18Al0.82N/30-nm-

Al0.35Ga0.65N. While both design-a and -c showed pretty flat ns and µ values, design-c 

presented the best mobility and sheet resistance as the channel thickness scaled down to 

5.3 nm. High channel conductivities with Rsh,// = 230 ohm/sq, ns = 2×1013 cm-2 and µ// = 

1400 cm2/Vs were obtained.44 

 

Figure 1.14  The impact of scaling the channel-thickness on (a) hall sheet resistance, (b) 

hall mobility, and (c) 2DEG charge density, in each of the design methodologies (Design-a: 

0.5-nm-AlN/25-nm-In0.18Al0.82N, Design-b: 0.5-nm-AlN/10-nm-Al0.35Ga0.65N/10-nm-

In0.18Al0.82N, and Design-c: 0.5-nm-AlN/7.5-nm-In0.18Al0.82N/30-nm-Al0.35Ga0.65N).44 
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The channel thickness of the HEMT structure with a back-barrier design of 0.5-nm-

AlN/7.5-nm-In0.18Al0.82N/30-nm- Al0.35Ga0.65N (Design-c) was further shrunk down to 

4.3 nm. However, sharp drop of ns and µ was observed. In order to recover ns, the InAlN 

thickness was increased to 15 nm, leading to 30% increase of ns and 80% increase of µ. 

[Figure 1.15] The parallel sheet resistance was measured Rsh,// = 294 ohm/sq.41 

 

Figure 1.15  Hall measurements showing the dependence of (a) sheet resistance (Rsh), (b) 

2DEG charge density (ns), and (c) mobility (µ) on the channel-thickness. Comparative 

trends for 2DEG-channels with two InAlN thicknesses in the back-barrier designs are shown 

wherein, black squares denote the 7.5-nm-thick InAlN, red circles 15-nm-thick InAlN. 
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Block arrows signify the changes observed in Rsh, ns, and l for tch = 4 nm with increasing 

InAlN barrier thickness.41 

 

As the channel thickness was scaled down to 3.2 nm, negligible improvement of 

conductivities in the channel was observed even the InAlN thickness was increased to 

40 nm. The band diagrams in Figure 1.16 explained the phenomenon. Considering the high 

unintentional oxygen doping level in the N-polar InAlN films, when the InAlN layer grew 

thicker than 15 nm, the effective barrier high gradually decreased with increasing layer 

thickness, leading to more 2DEG wave function penetration into the barrier. Moreover, the 

thicker InAlN layers introduced higher interface roughness due to the low growth 

temperature necessary for In incorporation.41 

 

Figure 1.16  Comparison of the simulated band diagrams for the epitaxial structures 

consisting of 7.5 (light grey), 15 (dark grey), 25 (blue), and 40 nm (black) thick InAlN 

layers.41 
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An alternative method was introduced to increase ns and the effective barrier height. As 

shown in Figure 1.17, by adding a 2 nm thick layer graded from InAlN to AlN, the effective 

barrier height increased, leading to an increase of ns by > 30%, µ by > 140% and a decrease 

of Rsh by > 200%. [Figure 1.18] High ns = 1.8e13 cm-2, µ// = 896 cm2/Vs and low Rsh,// = 

329 ohm/sq were achieved for the sample with 3.2 nm thick channel.41  

 

Figure 1.17  Schematic of epitaxial structures for 3-nm-thick channel HEMTs: (a) 

without and (b) with a grade in InAlN layer. Specifically, the grade was applied in a 2-nm-

thick transition region wherein the In composition was varied from 18% to 0%. (c) 

Comparison of the simulated band diagrams for the epitaxial structures with/without grading 

in the InAlN layer.41 
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Figure 1.18  For HEMTs with tch = 3 nm, (a) sheet resistance (Rsh, Rsh,//, Rsh,_|_), (b) 

2DEG charge density (ns), and (c) mobility (µ, µ//, µ_|_) versus the back barrier design, 

wherein one is with and the other without grading in the InAlN layer. Arrows show the 

significant improvements observed in Rsh, ns, and µ when implementing the grade into the 

barrier design.41 

 

However, when adding an AlGaN cap, the 2DEG will be partially depleted by the net 

negative polarization charge at the AlGaN cap / GaN channel interface and it becomes more 

difficult to scale the channel thickness down to 3 nm, while an AlGaN cap is beneficial to 
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suppress gate leakage in a device. Thereby, further investigations into channel thickness 

scaling in HEMT structures with AlGaN caps is necessary to widen the design window of 

scaled HEMT devices. 

 

 This work 

This dissertation focuses on two major aspects of the design and growth of AlGaN/GaN 

HEMT structures by MOCVD: the AlN interlayer and gate-to-2DEG distance scaling, 

especially for the N-polar devices. 

It is worth mentioning that all samples discussed in this work were grown in a close-

coupled showerhead reactor with a distance of 0.7 cm between the susceptor and 

showerhead, if not specified otherwise, because the non-ideality of the AlN deposition under 

investigation is very likely to be reactor-dependent, which will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3. 

As the beginning of this work, Chapter 2 demonstrates thick AlGaN films with high Al-

compositions fully strained to GaN in GaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures grown by 

MOCVD and discusses the relaxation mechanisms of AlGaN on GaN. Thin GaN caps are 

shown to be highly effective to protect AlGaN layers from relaxation. This result widens the 

design window of the structures in the following investigations into AlN films and 

AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures.  

In Chapter 3, the impacts of growth temperatures, carrier gases, TMAl and NH3 flows, 

reactor pressures and other variations in the growth process on the property of metal-polar 

AlN films are investigated. Three major aspects, the Al compositions, surface morphologies 

and electrical properties of the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures, are examined. The major 
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source of the unintentional Ga is identified and the reason for the significant 2DEG mobility 

improvement introduced by adding the nominal AlN interlayers, which actually contain 40 – 

50% Ga, is analyzed. Selected growth conditions are investigated for N-polar AlN growth 

and Chapter 4 reports the results, including the Al compositional profiles, electrical data and 

interface morphologies of the N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. The difference 

between metal- and N-polar AlN films grown by MOCVD is discussed. 

Chapter 5 focuses on channel thickness scaling for the N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. 

The process of scaling down the pure GaN channel thickness to 8 nm by modifying the Si 

doping level in the back-barrier and the Al composition of the AlGaN cap is first presented. 

To further reduce the channel thickness, we propose a N-polar HEMT structure with 

GaN/InGaN composite channel which maintains high 2DEG density and mobility for ultra-

scaled channel thicknesses by introducing a net positive polarization charge at the 

GaN/InGaN interface. The design was demonstrated by MOCVD and proven to be 

exceptionally effective, and thus has the potential to improve the lateral scalability of N-

polar HEMT devices for high-frequency operations. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the work and provides several outlooks about the future works to 

improve material qualities and to facilitate the design of N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT 

structures. 
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Impact of thin GaN cap layers on the properties of AlGaN/GaN 

heterostructures 

 

With 3% lattice mismatch between GaN and AlN, the critical thickness, dcrit, of the 

AlxGa1-xN layers, corresponding to the maximum thickness at which an unrelaxed layer can 

be deposited, significantly decreases with increasing xAl.
1,2,3 To minimize strain-related 

degradation, in typical Ga-polar devices AlxGa1-xN layers with x ≤ 0.3 are utilized. At 

thicknesses beyond dcrit, relaxation-related defects form, initially in form of platelets and 

trenches, followed by surface cracks and channel cracks, the latter of which can laterally 

propagate until terminating at another crack or the wafer edge.2,4,5,6 This defect formation is 

accompanied by a degradation of the electrical properties of the HEMT structures. 7,8,9 

Therefore, the sheet charge density of the 2DEG is limited by the thickness of the high-Al-

composition AlGaN layer that can be grown without detrimental degradation.10 In particular 

for scaled transistors, however, high-Al-composition AlGaN or AlN gating layers are very 

attractive, as they enable the design of device structures with very thin gating layers while 

maintaining a high channel charge.11 Previous experiments showed that in-situ deposited 

Si3N4 cap layers could mitigate the defect formation and improve electrical properties in 

AlxGa1-xN/GaN HEMT structures with xAl = 0.3 – 0.4.12,13,14 An increase in critical 

thickness was also observed for AlGaN layers embedded in superlattice structures.15 

Following the Matthews-Balkeslee model,16 the critical thickness of sandwiched lattice-

mismatched epitaxial layers was twice of that in single heterostructures.17 While single GaN 
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cap layers have been investigated in the past, their impact was studied primarily on 

AlxGa1-xN/GaN structures with x ≤ 0.3. The application of thicker GaN cap layers was 

limited as the sheet charge density in the 2DEG decreases with increasing GaN cap layer 

thickness.18 Thinner cap layers were mainly employed to reduce gate and drain leakage 

currents19 and current collapse.20 A thin GaN cap layer was also shown to result in smoother 

surface step edges compared to uncapped samples.9 In this study, we presented a 

comprehensive investigation on the impact of 0.6 to 2.4 nm thick GaN cap layers on the 

structural and electrical properties of AlxGa1-xN/GaN HEMT structures with xAl ~ 0.5 and 

AlGaN layer thicknesses ranging from 5 to 30 nm. The results show that GaN cap layers as 

thin as 0.6 nm can result in a significant improvement of the surface morphology and 

increase in the sheet charge density (ns) and/or electron mobility (μ) of the 2DEG compared 

to uncapped samples. In addition, GaN was shown to be a superior capping material than in-

situ grown Si3N4, which was also investigated for comparison. 

 

 Experiment 

The Ga-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures were deposited on c-plane sapphire 

substrates by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) using the precursors 

trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl) and ammonia (NH3). The 2 μm S.I. 

GaN base layers were grown using the standard two-step method.21 5 to 30 nm thick 

AlxGa1-xN layers with xAl varying from 0.47 to 0.53 were grown using a constant TMGa 

flow of 4.5 μmol/min and varying the TMAl flow from 5.6 to 8.3 μmol/min. The ammonia 

flow was kept constant at 0.18 mol/min. The growth temperature and reactor pressure were 

1145 °C and 100 Torr. The HEMT structures were then capped with 0, 0.6, 1.2, or 2.4 nm 
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thick GaN layers grown under the same condition as the AlGaN layers with a TMGa flow of 

17 μmol/min. For comparison, selected experiments were performed using an in-situ Si3N4 

cap, which was grown at 1020 °C and 500 Torr, with 0.27 mol/min ammonia flow and 

0.45 mmol/min disilane flow. No AlN interlayer was used in these experiments in order to 

ease the data analysis.  

High-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Panalytical MRD PRO Materials 

Research Diffractometer was used to determine Al composition and AlGaN layer thickness 

of the samples. In addition, reciprocal space maps were recorded around the asymmetric 

(101̅5) reflection to determine the degree of relaxation of the AlGaN layers. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) images were taken with a Veeco Dimension 3000 Scanning Probe 

Microscope to analyze the surface morphology. The sheet charge density and mobility of the 

2DEG were determined by room temperature Van der Pauw - Hall measurements. 

 

 Impact of 2.4 nm thick GaN cap on AlGaN/GaN heterostructures  

 Surface morphology 

The AFM images for the samples with different AlGaN thickness in Figure 2.1 represent 

the typical morphologies for AlxGa1-xN/GaN heterostructures. While uncapped samples with 

thin and/or low xAl layers exhibited surface steps similar to the GaN layer underneath,21 

thick and/or high xAl layers resulted in a surface morphology characterized by small platelets 

separated by trenches, as shown in Figure 2.1(b) and (d), in which the Al0.53Ga0.47N layers 

were 5.7 and 21 nm thick, respectively. Even thicker and/or higher-Al-composition AlGaN 

layers, as shown in Figure 2.1(f) for 29.5 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N, exhibited extended channel 
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cracks, predominantly along the <112̅0> direction. As reported previously, fewer platelets 

and trenches were seen in areas adjacent to channel cracks4. Interestingly, an in-situ grown 

2.4 nm GaN cap significantly suppressed the formation of platelets and trenches for the 

samples with an Al0.53Ga0.47N thickness up to 21 nm [Figure 2.1(c)], which exhibited only 

short surface cracks starting at the intersections of the threading dislocations (TDs) with the 

surface. While channel cracks are unstable and propagate laterally until terminating at 

another crack or the wafer edge, surface cracks are self-limiting in lateral extent.1,2,3 When 

AlGaN layers with high xAl exceeded a certain thickness, channel cracks formed for both, 

uncapped and capped samples. For the capped samples, some of the cracks could be 

overgrown [Figure 2.1(e)]. 

 

Figure 2.1  AFM images of Al0.53Ga0.47N/GaN HEMT samples with 2.4 nm thick GaN 

cap layers and AlGaN thickness of a) 5.7 nm, c) 21 nm, and e) 29.5 nm; uncapped 
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complementary samples with AlGaN thickness of b) 5.7 nm, d) 21 nm, and f) 29.5 nm (grey 

scale: 5 nm for (a)(c), 10 nm for others); Examples of surface and channel cracks are marked 

by single and double line arrows, respectively. 

 

 Electrical properties 

The impact of GaN cap layers on the electrical properties of the 2DEG in AlGaN/GaN 

HEMT structures with different AlGaN layer thickness is illustrated in Figure 2.2, 

comparing the sheet charge density and electron mobility of the uncapped and 2.4 nm thick 

GaN capped samples with Al0.53Ga0.47N layers of different thickness. For samples with 

5.7 nm thick AlGaN layers, the cap increased the ns and μ values from 5.5×1012 to 

1.2×1013 cm-2 and 30 to 1370 cm2/Vs, respectively. For those with Al0.53Ga0.47N layers 

between 11 and 18 nm, the ns values were largely unaffected by the GaN caps, and also the 

mobility was only about 100 cm2/Vs higher for capped samples. For samples with even 

thicker Al0.53Ga0.47N layer, the capped one exhibited high ns and μ values while the 

uncapped sample was highly resistive. Nevertheless, when the AlGaN layer thickness 

exceeded 30 nm, also the electron mobility of the capped sample dropped to 170 cm2/Vs. 

Surprisingly, the ns value remained high (1.9×1013 cm-2). 
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Figure 2.2  Sheet charge density and electron mobility of the 2DEG for either capped or 

uncapped Al0.53Ga0.47N/GaN HEMT structures with different AlGaN layer thickness; solid 

square: samples capped with 2.4 nm thick GaN layers, hollow square: uncapped samples. 

 

 Discussion 

The energetically preferred relaxation mechanisms in strained (0001) AlGaN are 

roughening and cracking rather than misfit dislocation (MD) formation, due to the absence 

of an effective primary slip system.1,3,5,6 Cracks can either initiate at threading dislocations,5 

shown as black dots in Figure 2.1(a), or at minima of the surface profile.22,23 These cracks 

are initially localized. As the strain in the layer increases, channel cracks also form, which 

propagate laterally without constraints,2,3,4,5 as shown in Figure 2.1(e) and (f). In addition to 

crack formation, the strain in the epitaxial layer can be relieved through roughening,3,6,23 

here seen in the form of the platelets, or mesas as called by Vennéguès et al., and trenches 
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[Figure 2.1(b) and (d)]. 24 The trenches between the mesas were characterized by well-

defined inclined facets, differentiating them from cracks, as shown in the TEM 

investigations of similar samples by Vennéguès et al.24 The trenches reached or got close to 

the (Al,Ga)N/GaN interface in thin samples, but not thicker ones. 

As the sheet charge of the 2DEG which forms at the AlGaN/GaN interface results from 

the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in the AlGaN layer, the surface morphologies 

are closely related to the electrical properties of the investigated heterostuctures.7,8,9 Thereby 

the electron mobility can be affected even in the absence of trenches or cracks penetrating 

through the (Al,Ga)N interface, as the local relaxation of the AlGaN layer in the vicinity of 

shallower trenches still results in lateral fluctuations in the piezoelectric field leading to 

increased electron scattering. 

While all uncapped samples with 5.7 to 18 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layers exhibited 

platelets and trench networks, only the sample with 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layer was 

highly resistive [Figure 2.2]. The observation that the platelets and trenches on the surfaces 

of the uncapped samples [Figure 2.1(b) and (d)] only affected the electrical properties of the 

sample with the 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layer, but not the 18 nm thick one, for example, 

suggests that the apexes of trenches got close to the AlGaN/GaN interface only for the 

thinner AlGaN layers, similar to the observations by Vennéguès et al.24 For this reason, the 

thin GaN cap layers, which suppressed the degradation of the AlGaN layer, led to a strong 

improvement of the electrical properties of the samples with thin AlGaN layers. 

The results further indicate that for samples with thicker Al0.53Ga0.47N layers up to a 

thickness of 18 nm, the platelets and trenches only formed in the top section of the uncapped 

AlGaN layers, whereas the bottom of the AlGaN layer was unaffected, as observed 
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previously by Vennéguès et al. as well.24 For this reason the GaN cap layers did not lead to a 

significant improvement of the electrical properties for samples with 18 nm thick 

Al0.53Ga0.47N layers [Figure 2.2]. For the sample with thickest GaN cap layer of 2.4 nm, the 

ns value slightly dropped as expected for samples with coherent AlGaN layers.18 The 

electron mobility slightly increased with GaN cap thickness, most likely again due to the 

more efficient mitigation of the relaxation process. 

When the thickness of the Al0.53Ga0.47N layer further increased to 21 nm, the properties 

of the uncapped AlGaN layer degraded and both ns and μ values drastically declined [Figure 

2.2]. The trenches deepened and probably penetrated close to the AlGaN/GaN interface 

[Figure 2.1(d)]. In contrast, the complimentary sample with 2.4 nm GaN cap exhibited a 

smooth surface with only short surface cracks [Figure 2.1(c)] and maintained a high ns 

value. The electron mobility only slightly declined in comparison to the sample with 18 nm 

thick AlGaN, indicating onset of relaxation. 

At an Al0.53Ga0.47N thickness of 29.5 nm, when channel cracks emerged in addition to 

trenches, the uncapped sample was highly resistive and also the 2.4 nm thick GaN cap layer 

could no longer prevent the structural degradation of the AlGaN layer. As observed 

previously,5 the channel cracks penetrated through the entire AlGaN layer, leading to a 

drastic decrease of the μ value to 170 cm2/Vs even for the capped sample. Surprisingly the 

sheet carrier density measured for this sample, 1.9×1013 cm-2, was only slightly lower 

compared to the one with 21 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layer. Presumably the channels 

penetrated to the (Al,Ga)N/GaN interface only locally, affecting predominantly the electron 

mobility. 
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 GaN cap layers with different thicknesses 

 Surface morphology 

Figure 2.3 presents the AFM images of GaN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with GaN cap 

thickness of 2.4 to 0 nm. With decreasing cap thickness, the surface morphology changed 

from exhibiting small surface crack segments for the samples with 2.4 and 1.2 nm caps 

[Figure 2.3(a) and (b)], to the formation of somewhat longer surface cracks for the samples 

with 0.6 nm caps [Figure 2.3(c)]. The uncapped samples exhibited again platelets and 

trenches [Figure 2.3(d)]. A detailed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of 

AlGaN/GaN samples with very similar morphologies was reported by Vennéguès et al.24  

 

Figure 2.3  AFM images of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 18 nm thick 

Al0.53Ga0.47N layers capped with a) 2.4 nm, b) 1.2 nm, and c) 0.6 nm thick GaN, and d) no 

GaN cap layer (grey scale: 5 nm for (a)(b)(c), 10 nm for (d)). 
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 Electrical properties 

The influence of the GaN cap layer thickness on the electrical properties of samples with 

different AlGaN thickness is illustrated in Figure 2.4. For samples with 5.7 nm thick 

Al0.53Ga0.47N layers, GaN cap layers as thin as 0.6 nm led to an increase of ns and μ from 

5.5×1012 to 1.1×1013 cm-2 and 30 to 1160 cm2/Vs, respectively. When the cap thickness was 

increased to 2.4 nm, the ns value stayed almost the same but μ further increased to 

1370 cm2/Vs. A similar increase of the ns and μ values was observed when samples with 

5.3 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N layer were capped with a 2.4 nm thick GaN layer. In contrast, for 

samples with 18 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layers, the ns value increased from 1.9×1012 cm-2 for 

the uncapped sample to 2.2×1013 cm-2 for the sample with 0.6 nm thick GaN cap. The 

electron mobility slightly decreased, most likely caused by the higher ns value. The ns value 

slightly dropped to 2×1013 cm-2 when the cap thickness was further increased to 2.4 nm, 

accompanied by an increase in μ from 590 to 840 cm2/Vs. Due to their higher sheet charge 

density, the electron mobility measured for the capped 18 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N samples 

was generally lower compared to the thinner samples.7 
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Figure 2.4  Sheet charge density and electron mobility of the 2DEG for AlGaN/GaN 

HEMT structures with different GaN cap thicknesses; red circle: samples with 18 nm thick 

Al0.53Ga0.47N layers, black square: samples with 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layers, blue 

triangle: samples with 5.3 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N layers. 

 

 Discussion 

Given that the GaN cap layer was ultra-thin, it is reasonable to suggest that the surface 

morphology observed in Figure 2.3(c) followed the AlGaN layer underneath, indicating that 

the AlGaN layer with 0.6 nm thin GaN cap exhibited no platelets, unlike the uncapped 

complementary sample. As the GaN cap layer was deposited immediately after the AlGaN 

layer at the same temperature, this observation implied that the platelets and trenches 

observed for the uncapped sample formed during the cool down process from 1145°C to 

room temperature, as additional stresses evolved due to the different thermal expansion 
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coefficients of the layers.5 The reciprocal space maps of the 21 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layers 

with and without 2.4 nm thick GaN cap layer showed the former to be fully strained and the 

latter partially relaxed, confirming that GaN cap layers effectively prevented degradation 

and relaxation of the AlGaN layers [Figure 2.5]. 

 

Figure 2.5  Reciprocal space map of (a) capped and (b) uncapped Al0.53Ga0.47N layers 

with a thickness of 21 nm. 

 

Significant improvements of both morphology and electrical property for the 

AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layers were observed by 

introducing a GaN cap layer as thin as 0.6 nm. The capped samples featured only short 

surface cracks, whereas the surfaces of the uncapped samples exhibited platelets and dense 

trench networks [Figure 0.3(c) and (d)]. While the uncapped sample was highly resistive, the 

electrical measurements of the capped one revealed ns and μ values of 1×1013 cm-2 and 

1200 cm2/Vs, respectively, confirming that the thin GaN cap largely suppressed the 

relaxation of the AlGaN layer. The ns and μ values further increased to 1.2×1013 cm-2 and 

1400 cm2/Vs when the thickness of the GaN cap was increased to 2.4 nm [Figure 2.4]. The 

surface of this sample exhibited even fewer surface cracks [Figure 2.3(a)], indicating that the 
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thicker cap layer suppressed the relaxation even more effectively, as a thicker GaN cap layer 

would normally result in ns value reduction. 

 

 Comparison between thin GaN and Si3N4 cap layers 

 Surface morphology 

The AFM images of 5.7 nm thick AlGaN samples capped with 2.4 nm thick in-situ 

deposited Si3N4 layers are depicted in Figure 2.6. While the 2.4 nm thick Si3N4 cap layer 

suppressed platelet formation for the 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layer [Figure 2.6(b)], 

trenches still formed and propagated into a network pattern. For comparison, the sample 

with 2.4 nm thick GaN cap exhibited a smooth surface with no noticeable defects [Figure 

2.1(a)], indicating that the Si3N4 cap layer was less efficient in preventing structural 

degradation of the Al0.53Ga0.47N layer. The Si3N4 cap layer prevented formation of both 

platelets and trench networks for the sample with 5.3 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N layer though 

[Figure 2.6(a)]. 

 

Figure 2.6  AFM images of AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 5.7 nm AlGaN layers of 

different Al composition a) 47%, and b) 53%, which were capped with 2.4 nm thick in-situ 

Si3N4 layers (grey scale: 5 nm for (a), 10 nm for (b)). 
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 Electrical properties  

As shown in Table 2.1, 5.3 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N or 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N samples 

with 2.4 nm GaN cap exhibited significantly higher electron mobilities than the also 

investigated Si3N4 capped complementary samples, given the same cap thickness and 

comparable sheet charge density. Furthermore, the Si3N4 cap became even less efficient at 

higher xAl. The electron mobilities for the Si3N4 capped samples with xAl = 47% and xAl = 

53% were only half and one-fifth of those capped with GaN, respectively. 

Table 2.1  Influence of the capping materials on the sheet charge density (ns) and 

electron mobility (μ) of the 2DEG for AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 5.3 nm 

Al0.47Ga0.53N and 5.7 nm Al0.53Ga0.47N. 

 

 

 Discussion  

Considering that the Si3N4 was deposited at 1020°C, which was lower than the AlGaN 

growth temperature of 1145°C, the trench formation could possibly be attributed to the lack 

of protection during the temperature drop. For this reason, in a later experiment, Si3N4 was 

deposited at the same temperature as the AlGaN layer on a 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N 

sample. This sample exhibited ns = 1.1×1013 cm-2 and μ = 630 cm2/Vs, as well as a smooth 
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surface without noticeable defects. Therefore, we speculate that some of the trenches formed 

during the temperature drop from 1145 to 1020 °C, resulting in a lower μ value than that for 

the sample for which the Si3N4 was deposited at 1145 °C. Nevertheless, all Si3N4 capped 

samples exhibited poorer properties compared to the GaN capped ones, mostly likely related 

to the amorphous character and chemical dissimilarity of Si3N4. The effectiveness of GaN 

caps obviously surpassed Si3N4 caps in our study, although the latter yielded better values of 

ns and μ than uncapped samples. 

 

 Conclusion 

Thin GaN cap layers as thin as 0.6 nm were shown to effectively suppress platelets and 

trench formation on the surface of AlxGa1-xN/GaN heterostructures with xAl ~ 0.5, also 

mitigating the degradation of their electrical properties, and widening the design space for 

AlGaN/GaN transistors. By introducing a 2.4 nm thick GaN cap, fully strained Al0.53Ga0.47N 

films up to 21 nm thick in GaN/Al0.53Ga0.47N/GaN heterostructures were obtained. 

Furthermore, the GaN cap layers were shown to be more effective in protecting the samples 

from degradation compared to the also investigated in-situ grown Si3N4 cap layers. 
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Unintentional Ga incorporation into Metal-polar AlN films 

 

In GaN-based high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) structures, AlN interlayers are 

widely used to improve the mobility of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) which 

forms at the GaN/(Al,Ga)N interface1, and even more drastic improvements were observed 

in GaN/(In,Al)N heterostructures2. Metal-polar AlN layers grown by metal-organic chemical 

vapor deposition (MOCVD), however, were recently shown to contain high amounts of Ga 

caused by carry over reactions in the MOCVD reactor3. In this chapter, previous 

observations of unintentional Ga incorporation into metal-polar (In,Al)N films are first 

introduced, followed by our study on the impacts of growth conditions on the compositional 

and electrical properties of the AlN films. GaN/AlN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with 

various nominal AlN interlayers were also discussed. 

 

3.1 Former observation of unintentional Ga incorporation into metal-

polar (In,Al)N films  

The presence of unintentional Ga was first noticed in InAlN films in InAlN/GaN HEMT 

structures.4 A thin unintended GaN layer between the AlN interlayer and the main InAlN 

layer was later observed in transmission electron microscopy investigations. This unintended 

GaN layer was attributed to the pre-deposited GaN in the reactor before growing the AlN 
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film. While the sample was cooled down from the high growth temperature of the GaN and 

AlN layers to the significantly lower InAlN deposition temperature, the Ga-species desorbed 

and migrated to be deposited on the sample surface.5,6 Unintentional Ga was also detected 

inside the InAlN layers by the same authors. The possible mechanisms of indium-assisted 

parasitic Ga incorporation into InAlN films grown in close-coupled showerhead reactors by 

MOCVD was discussed in detail in several papers.7,8,9 In Hiroki et al.’s paper high amount 

of Ga was also observed in the AlN interlayer.7 More detailed atom probe tomography 

investigations of GaN/AlN/(In,Al,Ga)N heterostructures revealed 50% Ga in MOCVD 

grown AlN interlayers while the AlN interlayers grown by plasma assisted molecular beam 

epitaxy (PAMBE) were Ga free.3,10 The authors suggested that the parasitic Ga in AlN 

layers most probably came from the hot surfaces in the reactor, considering the much higher 

growth temperature in the MOCVD growth (>1100 °C) compared to that for MBE 

deposition (~745 °C). This Ga carry-over reaction is similar to the arsenic carry-over 

reaction observed in InP/InGaAs heterostructures grown by MOCVD.11,12  

 

3.2 Experiments 

All samples in this study were deposited on c-plane sapphire substrates by MOCVD 

using the precursors trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), and ammonia 

(NH3). The 2 µm thick semi-insulating (S.I.) GaN base layers were grown using the standard 

two-step method and Fe doping.13 For selected samples, a 300 nm thick GaN layer 

underneath the AlN layer was grown at 100 Torr instead of the standard 600 Torr. The AlN 

layers were deposited at temperatures between 950 and 1145 °C, with TMAl flows, f TMAl, 

from 1.7 to 2.5 µmol/min, and ammonia flows, 𝑓NH3
, from 45 to 180 mmol/min. The growth 
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conditions of the Al0.24Ga0.76N and Al0.47Ga0.53N layers were held constant, with f TMAl = 5.8 

and 6.05 µmol/min, f TMGa = 14.6 and 4.81 µmol/min, respectively, and 

𝑓NH3
 = 180 mmol/min with growth temperature T = 1050 °C. The reactor pressure was 

100 Torr. Experiments were conducted using H2 or N2 as the major carrier gas. All (Al,Ga)N 

layers were capped with a 2.5 nm thick GaN layer grown under the same conditions with 

fTMGa = 17.5 µmol/min. The thin GaN cap layer was added to suppress relaxation of the 

(Al,Ga)N layers.14 Note that the deposition temperature for the intermediate Al0.24Ga0.76N 

and Al0.47Ga0.53N layers were 1050 °C, which was 95 °C lower than that used for standard 

transistor structures grown in the same reactor, was chosen to minimize the transition time 

between the AlN and AlGaN growth steps. Previous investigations of AlN/InAlN samples 

had shown that an approximately 2.5 nm thick unintentional GaN layer formed between the 

AlN and InAlN layers while the samples were cooled down from the AlN to InAlN growth 

temperature, from 1135 °C to 885 °C, over 180 s.3 For the samples with different AlN and 

AlGaN growth temperature in this study, the transition time between the AlN and AlGaN 

growth steps was 60 s, limiting the thickness of a potential unintentional GaN layer to 

0.8 nm. 

High-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Panalytical MRD PRO Materials 

Research Diffractometer was used to determine the Al composition (xAl) and (Al,Ga)N layer 

thickness of the samples. The coherence of the (Al,Ga)N layers with respect to GaN was 

confirmed by recording reciprocal space maps as described in reference 14. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) images were taken with a Veeco Dimension 3000 Scanning Probe 

Microscope to analyze the surface morphology, and the root mean square (rms) surface 

roughness values were calculated using the AFM software. The sheet charge density (ns) and 
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mobility (µ) of the 2DEG, which formed at the AlN/GaN interface were determined by 

room temperature Van der Pauw Hall measurements. Two-dimensional (2D) Al III-site 

distribution in (Al,Ga)N films was taken by atom probe tomography (APT) in planes 

perpendicular to the growth direction with a Cameca 3000X HR Local Electrode Atom 

Probe. 

 

3.3 Impact of growth conditions on Ga incorporation 

Samples with the structure shown in Figure 3.1 were grown and measured to investigate the 

impact of growth conditions on unintentional Ga incorporation into AlN layers. Nominally 

2–4 nm thick AlN layers were deposited at three different temperatures, 950, 1050 and 

1145 °C using H2 and N2 as carrier gas, respectively. For selected experiments the NH3 and 

TMAl flows were modified. While the standard growth chamber pressure for the GaN layers 

underneath the AlN layers was 600 Torr, a lower pressure of 100 Torr was also inspected for 

selected samples. 

 

Figure 3.1  Schematic of the sample structures for compositional investigation. 
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Additionally, AlN layers deposited in regrowth runs were examined. In a regrowth 

experiment, the growth was interrupted after the deposition of 2 μm thick GaN buffer, which 

was grown at 600 Torr, and the sample was removed from the growth chamber. After the 

chamber was cleaned using a H2 bake process, the sample was reloaded and the growth 

process continued with the deposition of 300 nm thick GaN layer at 100 Torr, followed by 

the AlN and GaN cap layers. [Figure 3.2] 

 

 

Figure 3.2  Schematic of the sample structure for the regrowth experiment. 

 

 Growth temperature and carrier gas 

The GaN layers underneath the AlN layers were grown at 600 Torr for all samples 

discussed in Section Chapter 3 and 3.3.2. While keeping f TMAl = 2.5 µmol/min and 

𝑓NH3
 = 180 mmol/min constant, the growth temperature varied from 950 to 1145 °C, and H2 

and N2 were used as major carrier gases respectively. It is shown that the Al composition of 

the nominal AlN layers decreased with increasing deposition temperature, from 0.62 at 

950 °C to 0.52 at 1145 °C for the samples grown in H2, and from 0.59 to 0.50 for those 

grown in N2, respectively [Figure 3.3]. Due to the different transport characteristics, the 
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overall growth rate was lower in the experiments performed in N2 carrier gas compared to 

those conducted in H2; the trends, however, were the same. 

 

Figure 3.3  Al compositions of the AlN layers grown under different temperatures in H2 

(black square) and N2 (red circle) carrier gas. 

 

Given the thicknesses and compositions of the nominal AlN layers measured by XRD, 

the binary AlN and GaN growth rates were calculated, revealing that the binary AlN growth 

rate was largely independent of the growth temperature. In contrast, the binary GaN growth 

rate significantly increased with rising temperature [Figure 3.4]. 
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Figure 3.4  Binary AlN (closed symbols) and GaN (open symbols) growth rates for AlN 

layers grown under different temperatures in H2 (black square) and N2 (red circle) carrier 

gas. 

 

 TMAl and NH3 flows 

To further explore the growth at 950 °C in H2, additional experiments were conducted 

using (i) a lower TMAl flow of 1.7 µmol/min, and (ii) where the lower TMAl flow was 

combined with a higher NH3 flow of 180 mmol/min. Neither of the modifications led to any 

significant changes in the Al composition of the layers. [Figure 3.5] The measured xAl values 

of 0.61 and 0.6, respectively, were rather slightly lower compared to the sample grown with 

higher TMAl flow/growth rate (xAl = 0.62). 
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Figure 3.5  Al compositions for AlN layers grown at 950 °C in H2 using (i) a lower 

TMAl flow (purple triangle), and (ii) the lower TMAl flow combined with a higher NH3 

flow (blue inverted triangle). 

 

 Regrowth 

In the regrowth experiments, 300 nm thick GaN layers were first deposited at 100 Torr, 

followed by the growth of AlN layers at a temperature of 950 °C with standard TMAl and 

NH3 flows, f TMAl = 2.5 µmol/min and 𝑓NH3
 = 180 mmol/min, using H2 and N2 as major 

carrier gases, respectively. Interestingly, the Al content in these layers turned out to be 0.78 

and 0.74 for the samples grown in H2 and N2, respectively, which are significantly higher 

than the values of 0.59 and 0.62 obtained in the continuous growth experiment using the 

same AlN growth parameters. 
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Figure 3.6  Al compositions for the AlN layers grown at 950 °C in regrowth experiments 

using H2 (brown diamond) and N2 (green pentagon) as major carrier gases. 

 

 Growth chamber pressure for deposition of GaN underneath AlN  

As we noted, for the deposition of GaN layers underneath the AlN layers, the growth 

chamber pressure was 600 Torr in the continuous growth experiments and 100 Torr in the 

regrowth. To investigate the impact of the growth chamber pressure for the underlying GaN 

layers on the unintentional Ga incorporation into AlN layers, two noninterrupted growth 

experiments with the AlN layers grown at 950 and 1145 °C, respectively, using N2 as major 

carrier gas, and with the underlying GaN layer grown at 100 Torr were performed. 

By decreasing the growth chamber pressure for the deposition of the 300 nm thick 

underlying GaN layers from 600 to 100 Torr, the Al compositions in the nominal AlN layers 

grown at 950 and 1145 °C in N2 increased from 0.59 to 0.65 and 0.50 to 0.60, respectively 

[Figure 3.7].  
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Figure 3.7  Al compositions for the AlN layers grown at various temperatures in N2 with 

the underlying GaN layer grown using a low chamber pressure of 100 Torr (blue open 

triangle) instead of the standard pressure of 600 Torr in other continuous experiments. 

 

 Discussion 

The significant improvement of Al composition in regrowth experiments compared to 

the continuous experiments indicated the GaN deposits in the growth chamber formed 

before AlN growth in the same run, the 2 µm thick GaN buffers in the continuous 

experiments and the much thinner 300 nm thick GaN layers in the regrowth, to be the major 

source of the unintentional Ga incorporated in the AlN layers. The evaporation of Ga 

increased with increasing growth temperature of the AlN layer, leading to a higher Ga 

incorporation into the nominal AlN films. Thereby gaseous Ga species can form via thermal 

decomposition, 

 2 GaN ⇔ 2 Ga(g) + N2      (3.1) 

or reaction with H2, 
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GaN + 3/2 H2 ⇔ Ga(g) + NH3         (3.2) 

(instead of Ga(g) Ga hydrides may also form). As hydrogen is a product of the NH3 

decomposition, it is also available when N2 is used as carrier gas. The desorption of Ga 

continued until all GaN deposits in hot areas of the reactor chamber were covered by the 

growing AlN layers. It is plausible that the Ga species majorly came from certain areas in 

the reactor given a certain gas flow pattern during AlN growth. Thereby, when the growth 

chamber pressure for the underlying GaN layers changed and the distribution of GaN 

deposits in the reactor changed accordingly, a different amount of Ga species was available 

to get incorporated into the AlN layers, resulting in changes of the Al composition. 

Additionally, we speculated that the Ga incorporation into nominal AlN layers was governed 

by similar rules as the indium incorporation in InGaN layers. There the indium atoms are 

captured by the growing GaN layer and the indium incorporation efficiency increases with 

increasing growth rate, so that at a constant TMIn flow, variations of the TMGa flow/growth 

rate result in little changes in the In composition.15 Similarly the Ga content in the nominal 

AlN layers grown in this study was largely unaffected by the TMAl flow. The results also 

imply that the parasitic Ga incorporation will depend on the specific reactor design. As 

mentioned earlier, transmetallation reactions at the reactor inlet were held responsible in 

another study7. 

 

3.4 GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with AlN grown under different 

conditions 

Following the compositional investigations, the electrical properties and surface 

morphologies of the nominal S.I. GaN/AlN/2.5 nm GaN samples [Figure 3.1] discussed in 
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Section Chapter 3and 3.3.2 were also examined by room temperature Van der Pauw Hall 

measurement and AFM.   

 

 Growth temperature and carrier gas 

The sheet charge densities and electron mobilities for the samples with AlN layers 

grown at different temperatures using different carrier gases are illustrated in Figure 3.8. The 

Al compositions of the nominal AlN layers correspond to the values presented in Figure 3.3. 

Comparing the samples grown in H2 and N2, generally better results were observed for the 

heterostructures grown in N2, for which an increase in the sheet charge density, from 

9.5×1012 to 1.2×1013 cm-2, combined with an increase in the electron mobility, from 644 to 

852 cm2/Vs was observed with rising growth temperature. The results for the samples grown 

in H2 followed the same trend, however, the electron mobility values were generally lower, 

with values of 292 and 768 cm2/Vs at 950 and 1145 °C, respectively. Also the ns value of 

3×1012 cm-2 measured for the sample grown at 950 °C in H2, was considerably lower 

compared to 9.5×1012 cm-2 obtained for the complementary sample grown in N2. In contrast, 

the sheet charge densities were largely unaffected by the carrier gas for the samples grown at 

1050 and 1145 °C. 
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Figure 3.8  Sheet charge density and electron mobility measured at room temperature for 

the GaN/AlN/2.5 nm GaN samples with nominal AlN layers grown at different temperatures 

using H2 (black diamond) and N2 (red circle) as carrier gas. 

 

The AFM images of the same samples are depicted in Figure 3.9. The surface roughness 

of the samples grown in N2 (rms = 210–370 pm) was generally smoother compared to those 

grown in H2 (rms = 510–990 pm). Threading dislocation mediated defect formation was 

observed to a larger extent for samples grown in H2. In addition, more pronounced defects 

were observed in the samples grown at 950 °C with the highest Al composition in both 

series. 
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Figure 3.9  2×2 µm2 AFM images of the nominal GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. The 

growth temperature and major carrier gases for the AlN layers were (a) 950 °C and H2, (b) 

1050 °C and H2, (c) 1145 °C and H2, (d) 950 °C and N2, (e) 1050 °C and N2, (d) 1145 °C 

and N2. The thickness of the nominal AlN layers were (a) 5.3 nm, (b) 5.8 nm, (c) 7.4 nm, (d) 

4.9 nm, (e) 6.7 nm, and (f) 7.2 nm. The grey scale for images (a), (b) and (c) is 4 nm, for (d), 

(e), and (f) is 2.5 nm. 

 

 TMAl and NH3 flows 

To investigate the origin of the unusually low ns and μ values for the samples grown at 

950 °C in H2, the TMAl flow during AlN deposition was lowered to 1.7 μmol/min, resulting 

in an increase of the sheet carrier density from 3×1012 to 7.2×1012 cm−2. The electron 

mobility, however, decreased by ~100 cm2/Vs. When the lower TMAl flow was combined 

with a higher NH3 flow of 180 mmol/min, ns and µ values of 1.2×1013 cm-2 and 720 cm2/Vs, 

respectively, were obtained, with both ns and μ values now exceeding those measured for the 

sample grown in N2 at the same temperature. 
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Figure 3.10  Sheet charge density and electron mobility measured at room temperature 

for the GaN/AlN/2.5 nm GaN samples with nominal AlN layers grown at 950 °C in H2 with 

lower f TMAl = 1.7 µmol/min (purple triangle) and the lower f TMAl combined with a higher 

𝑓NH3
 = 180 mmol/min (blue inverted triangle) compared to the standard flows 

fTMAl = 2.5 µmol/min and 𝑓NH3
 = 45 mmol/min. 

 

In addition, this sample exhibited a much smoother surface [Figure 3.11(c)] compared to 

the sample grown with the standard TMAl and NH3 precursor flows [Figure 3.11(a)], while 

a higher defect density was observed on the surface of the sample with lower TMAl and 

standard NH3 flows [Figure 3.11(b)]. 
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Figure 3.11  2×2 µm2 AFM images of the nominal GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with 

AlN layers grown at 950 °C in H2 with (a) f TMAl = 2.5 µmol/min and 𝑓NH3
 = 45 mmol/min, 

(b) f TMAl = 1.7 µmol/min and 𝑓NH3
 = 45 mmol/min and (c) f TMAl = 1.7 µmol/min and 

𝑓NH3
 = 180 mmol/min. The grey scale for images (a) is 4 nm, for (b) is 7 nm and for (c) is 

4.5 nm. 

 

 Discussion 

As discussed before, the composition of the layers grown at 950 °C in H2 was largely 

unaffected by the variations of the TMAl and NH3 flows (xAl∼0.6), excluding the impact of 

Al composition on the electrical results. We suggest that the higher NH3 flow compensated 

for the reduced NH3 decomposition efficiency at lower temperatures, and the lower TMAl 

flow/growth rate counterbalanced the lower surface mobility of species at lower 

temperatures. The combined effects partially mitigated defect formation at the low growth 
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temperature of 950 °C with H2 as carrier gas, resulting in a smoother surface [Figure 3.11] 

and higher mobility [Figure 3.10]. However, when only the TMAl flow was reduced, the 

reduced growth rate of the nominal AlN layer led to a longer exposure of the GaN surface to 

H species, which reacts with GaN and causes Ga desorption [Equation 3.2], resulting in a 

rougher GaN/AlN interface and thereby the observed mobility drop [Figure 3.10]. By 

contrast, when using N2 as carrier gas, the N2 stabilized the nitride crystal [Equation 3.1], 

and less NH3 was needed to obtain high quality films. Interestingly, the increase in electron 

mobility with increasing deposition temperature was observed despite the decrease in the Al 

mole fraction from ∼0.6 to ∼0.5. The slight variations in the sample thickness also did not 

significantly influence the trend. It is plausible that the higher AlN film quality obtained at 

higher growth temperatures had a dominant influence on the 2DEG sheet charge density and 

mobility, leading to the generally higher electron mobility for samples with AlN layers 

grown at higher temperatures. 

 

3.5 GaN/(Al,Ga)N/GaN heterostructures with “AlN” and intentionally 

grown Al0.5Ga0.5N layers 

Among the above discussed GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures, the highest 2DEG mobility 

of 852 cm2/V·s with ns = 1.266×1013 cm-2 was measured for the sample with the nominal 

AlN layer grown at 1145 °C in N2 [Figure 3.10], which turned out to be a 7.2 nm thick 

Al0.5Ga0.5N layer [Figure 3.12(a)]. A significantly higher 2DEG mobility value of 

1247 cm2/V·s with ns = 1.182×1013 cm-2, however, was observed for a similar structure with 

an intentionally deposited 5.7 nm thick Al0.53Ga0.47N layer grown using the same 

temperature and carrier gas [Figure 3.12(b)].  
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Figure 3.12  Schematic of the (a) nominal GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with “AlN” 

actually being 7.2 nm Al0.5Ga0.5N and (b) GaN/5.7 nm Al0.53Ga0.47N/GaN heterostructures. 

 

The surface morphology of both samples was measured by AFM. As shown in Figure 

3.13, the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure with the nominal AlN layer exhibited more 

developed defects compared to the sample with intentionally grown AlGaN, which had a 

similar layer thickness and Al composition.  

 

Figure 3.13  2×2 µm2 AFM images of the (a) nominal GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures 

with “AlN” actually being 7.2 nm Al0.5Ga0.5N and (b) GaN/5.7 nm Al0.53Ga0.47N/GaN 

heterostructures. The grey scale for (a) is 2.5 nm and for (b) is 3 nm.  

 

A separate sample with both the nominal AlN layer and the intentionally deposited 

AlGaN layer was grown and measured by atom probe tomography. The growth conditions 

used in the above mentioned heterostructures were maintained for both layers. Interestingly, 
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the intentionally grown AlGaN layer showed more uniform distribution of Al atoms across 

the plane perpendicular to the growth direction compared to the nominal AlN layer. As 

mentioned in section 3.3.5, we speculate that the unintentional Ga incorporation was 

governed by similar rules as the indium incorporation in InGaN layers. InGaN layers are 

well known for their local fluctuations in the indium composition,16 which can result from 

local differences in the surface step density.17 Thereby, it is understandable to have stronger 

variations of Al distribution in the nominal AlN layers. 

 

 

Figure 3.14  Al III-site distribution in (a) nominal AlN layer and (b) intentionally grown 

Al0.5Ga0.5N layer taken using atom probe tomography in a plane perpendicular to the growth 

direction. 

 

We believe both the lower material quality and the stronger local fluctuation of Al 

composition, the latter of which increased alloy cluster scattering18, in the nominal AlN 

layers account for the lower mobility compared to the sample with intentionally deposited 

Al0.53Ga0.47N layer. 
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3.6 GaN/AlN/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures with different AlN interlayer 

thicknesses 

In the following experiments, the impact of the AlN layer growth conditions on the 

electrical properties of Ga-polar HEMT structures [Figure 3.15], S.I. GaN buffer/AlN 

interlayer/AlGaN barrier/GaN cap, was investigated. Two different nominal AlN interlayer 

thicknesses, 0.7 and 2 nm, were examined in the HEMT structures with 20 nm thick 

Al0.24Ga0.76N barriers. Six different growth conditions were again examined with growth 

temperatures of 950, 1050 and 1145 °C and major carrier gases of H2 and N2, respectively. 

Samples with 14 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N barriers and 0.7 nm thick nominal AlN interlayers 

grown under selected conditions were also analyzed. Note that due to the unintentional Ga 

incorporation in AlN films, the actual interlayer thickness was about twice the nominal one. 

 

Figure 3.15  Schematic of the sample structures for nominal AlN interlayer investigation 

with 20 nm thick Al0.24Ga0.76N and 14 nm thick Al0.47Ga0.53N barriers respectively. 
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 0.7 nm AlN interlayers 

For the samples with nominally 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayers, 20 nm thick Al0.24Ga0.76N 

barriers and sheet charge densities around 1×1013 cm-2, electron mobility values between 

2000 and 2200 cm2/Vs were obtained, largely independent of the interlayer growth 

temperature [Figure 3.16]. Two of the samples grown in N2 exhibited somewhat higher μ 

values compared to the complementary samples deposited in H2, but their ns values were 

slightly lower, possibly leading to the somewhat higher electron mobility19.  

By contrast, for the heterostructures with nominally 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayers, 14 nm 

thick Al0.47Ga0.53N barriers and sheet charge densities around 1.8×1013 cm-2, lower 

mobilities around 1200 cm2/Vs were measured. 

 

Figure 3.16  Sheet charge density and electron mobility measured at room temperature 

for (i) 2 µm GaN/0.7 nm AlN/20 nm Al0.24Ga0.76N/2.5 nm GaN samples with nominal AlN 

layers grown at different temperatures using H2 (black diamond) and N2 (red circle) as 
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carrier gas; (ii) 2 µm GaN/0.7 nm AlN/14 nm Al0.47Ga0.53N/2.5 nm GaN samples nominal 

AlN layers grown at different temperatures using H2 (purple triangle). 

 

 2 nm AlN interlayers 

Rather low electron mobility values were obtained for the samples with nominally 2 nm 

thick AlN interlayer [Figure 3.17], which increased from values between 900 and 1000 to 

∼1200 cm2/Vs with increasing temperature, at ns values around 1×1013 cm−2 for all samples. 

The results were minimally affected by the carrier gas. 

 

Figure 3.17  Sheet charge density and electron mobility measured at room temperature 

for 2 µm GaN/2 nm AlN/20 nm Al0.24Ga0.76N/2.5 nm GaN samples with nominal AlN layers 

grown at different temperatures using H2 (black diamond) and N2 (red circle) as carrier gas 
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 Discussion 

The observation can be understood by evaluating the band structure of samples with 

20 nm thick Al0.24Ga0.76N barriers, with and without a 1.4 nm thick Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayer 

[Figure 3.18].20 Due to the piezoelectric effects, the 1.4 nm thick Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayer 

results in a significant shift of the conduction (and valence) band towards higher energies, 

leading to a higher “effective” band offset between GaN and Al0.24Ga0.76N layers, similar to 

the findings in reference21. The higher band offset reduces the penetration of the electron 

wave function into the barrier layer, thereby reducing scattering and resulting in a higher 

electron mobility22. By adding a nominally 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer, the electron 

mobility increased from around 1200 cm2/Vs to above 2000 cm2/Vs for the heterostructures 

with Al0.24Ga0.76N barriers. 

Nevertheless, when the Al compositions in the AlGaN barriers were close to 0.5, which 

was the case for the nominal heterostructures GaN/AlN/Al0.47Ga0.53N/ GaN with sheet 

charge density around 1.8×1013 cm-2, the 1.4 nm thick Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayer has little impact 

on the effective conduction band offset, resulting in a limited 2DEG mobility improvement 

of ~ 200 cm2/Vs compared to similar structures without the nominal AlN interlayers. 
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Figure 3.18  Band diagrams of S.I. GaN/20 nm Al0.24Ga0.76N/GaN structures with (blue 

line) and without (black line) a 1.4 nm Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayer between the GaN channel and 

the AlGaN barrier. 

 

According to simulation, a further reduction in barrier penetration of the of the wave 

function was expected with increasing Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayer thickness. The experiments, 

however, showed the opposite trend: for the samples with 20 nm thick Al0.24Ga0.76N barriers, 

the electron mobilities declined from ~2000 to ~1200 cm2/Vs when the nominal AlN 

interlayer thickness was increased from 0.7 to 2 nm, corresponding to 1.4 to 4 nm thick 

Al0.5Ga0.5N interlayers. This can be understood by taking into account the stronger alloy 

cluster scattering in the nominal AlN layers compared to the intentionally deposited AlGaN 

layers as discussed in section 3.5, which became more noticeable with increasing nominal 

AlN interlayer thickness. This speculation was supported by a high mobility of 1950 cm2/Vs 

with ns = 8.6×1012 cm-2 when the nominal 2 nm thick AlN layer was replaced by a 4 nm 

thick Al0.5Ga0.5N layer. The recovery of mobility indicated the significant scattering 

introduced by the nominal 2 nm thick AlN interlayer. In samples with 0.7 nm thick nominal 
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AlN interlayers the Ga alloy fluctuations played only a subordinate role due to their thin 

nature in combination with the screening effect of the main 20 nm thick Al0.24Ga0.76N barrier 

layer. Therefore, high electron mobility values above 2000 cm2/Vs were measured after 

adding the 0.7 nm thick nominal AlN interlayer, similar to AlN/AlGaN structures with pure 

AlN layers grown by MBE.1,10  

 

3.7 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the unintentional Ga incorporation into the metal-polar AlN layers in this 

study was attributed to evaporation of Ga species from GaN deposits in the MOCVD reactor 

chamber. The unintentional Ga incorporation could be suppressed at lower AlN growth 

temperatures, resulting in an increase of the Al composition from 0.5 to 0.6. Decreasing the 

growth chamber pressure for the deposition of GaN layers underneath the AlN layers from 

600 to 100 Torr also led to a xAl increase of 0.06−0.10 at different temperatures. The 

nominal AlN film with highest xAl of 0.78 were obtained in regrowth experiments. Non-

optimal growth conditions for the underlying GaN layers where the 2DEGs locate and 

interruptions in the epitaxial process are, however, undesirable for transistor fabrication. The 

increase in xAl from 0.5 to 0.6 at lower deposition temperatures did not result in measurable 

improvements in the electrical properties of the investigated GaN/(Al,Ga)N heterostructures. 

The unintentional Ga incorporation had a negligible effect on the electrical properties of 

GaN/AlN/AlGaN structures with thin nominal AlN interlayers (0.7 nm) and sheet carrier 

densities in the order of 1×1013 cm−2, which exhibited electron mobilities above 

2000 cm2/Vs, comparable to samples with pure AlN interlayers grown by MBE. The thin 

nominal AlN interlayers in structures with higher sheet carrier densities of 1.8×1013 cm−2, 
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however, only improved the mobility by ~200 cm2/Vs, resulting in µ ~ 1200 cm2/Vs. In 

addition, the unintentional Ga incorporation led to a degradation of the electrical properties 

of heterostructures with thicker nominal AlN layers or interlayers compared to the samples 

with intentionally deposited Al0.5Ga0.5N layers, probably due to the stronger local 

nonuniformity of Ga distribution in the nominal AlN films. Further investigations are 

needed to enable the fabrication of pure metal-polar AlN layers by MOCVD. 
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Unintentional Ga incorporation into N-polar AlN films 

In the last chapter, the observations of unintentional Ga incorporation into metal-polar 

AlN layers grown by MOCVD were discussed in detail. Similar experiments were 

conducted on N-polar AlN layers grown on the -c (0001̅) plane. In this chapter, the impact 

of a variety of deposition conditions on the compositional and electrical properties of the 

nominal N-polar AlN layers is presented. The Al composition (xAl) profiles were evaluated 

by atom probe tomography (APT) and the properties of 2DEGs in S.I. GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructures were investigated. 

 

 Al compositions of N-polar thin AlN films (tAlN < 4 nm) measured by atom 

probe tomography  

 Experiments 

All samples were grown on c-plane sapphire substrates with 4 ° misorientation towards 

the a-plane using MOCVD.1 Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), 

ammonia (NH3), disilane (Si2H6), and ferrocene (Cp2Fe) were used as precursors. On the 

sapphire substrates, 1.2 µm thick N-polar GaN base layers were firstly grown using the 

procedure reported previously2, followed by AlN films deposited at three different 

temperatures, 960 °C, 1065 °C, and 1155 °C, and using two different carrier gases, H2 or N2. 

All AlN layers were grown at 100 Torr, with a NH3 flow of 44.6 mmol/min, and a TMAl 
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flow of 2.48 µmol/min. A series of three samples with AlN layers deposited at different 

temperatures was grown. Each sample consisted of two AlN layers with a nominal thickness 

of 2 nm, deposited in H2 and N2 as carrier gas respectively [Figure 4.1(a), Table 4.1]. 

Between the two AlN layers was a 30 nm thick GaN spacer layer grown at 1155 ˚C using N2 

as the carrier gas. Under the same growth condition, a 200 nm thick GaN top layer was 

deposited, which was required for the sample preparation for the APT measurement. A S.I. 

GaN/AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure with an AlN interlayer was also examined [Figure 

4.1(b)] to investigate the xAl value of AlN in an actual device structure3. The growth 

temperature was 1155 ˚C and the carrier gas was H2 for the AlN film. The NH3 and TMAl 

flows were 178.4 mmol/min and 11.02 µmol/min, respectively.  

 

Figure 4.1  (a) Schematic structure of the samples with N-polar AlN layers grown under 

different conditions and (b) the N-polar S.I. GaN/AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure for 

atom probe tomography measurement. 
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Table 4.1  Growth temperature and carrier gas for each N-polar AlN layer in structure 

Figure 4.1(a). 

Sample number Top AlN layer Bottom AlN layer 

#1 960 °C, H2 960 °C, N2 

#2 1065 °C, H2 1065 °C, N2 

#3 1155 °C, H2 1155 °C, N2 

 

All samples were examined by APT, which provided Al composition information for all 

the thin AlN layers ranging from 1 to 4 nm in thickness. APT sharp tips were prepared with 

a FEI Helios 600 dual beam focused ion beam (FIB) instrument following standard 

procedure with final FIB voltage down to 2 kV to minimize Ga induced damages4. The 

milling of the APT specimen was optimized to obtain the apex of the tip in the GaN capping 

layer. The APT analysis was performed with a °Cameca 3000X HR Local Electrode Atom 

Probe (LEAP) operated in laser-pulse mode (13 ps pulse, 532 nm green laser, 10 µm laser 

spot size) with a sample based temperature of 40 K. A detection rate of 0.005 atoms.pulse-1 

was set during the analysis. The laser pulses intensities and the field applied at the surface of 

the APT specimen are known to induce variations in the composition measurements in 

AlGaN based alloy.5,6 In this study different evaporation conditions were tested on the 

samples, which did not lead to significant changes in the measured AlN and AlGaN 

composition. The III site atomic ratio was measured since N detection artifacts are known to 

induce discrepancies from the theoretical 1:1 stoichiometry and the measured APT III-N 

ratio.7 APT 3D reconstruction was carried out using commercial software IVASTM. The 
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reconstruction was optimized by using the scanning electron microscope image of the tip as 

in reference.8  

In addition, the surface morphology of a 2.7 nm thick AlN film deposited at 960 ˚C in H2 

carrier gas was evaluated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Veeco Dimension 

3000 Scanning Probe Microscope.  

 

 N-polar AlN films grown under different conditions 

Figure 4.2(a) depicts the 25x25x50 nm3 sampling volume extracted from the APT 

reconstruction of the sample grown at 1155 °C. (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien Bonef from UCSB) 

The two AlN layers could be clearly identified. However, a few Ga atoms were also 

observed in the AlN layers. Since the FIB used in this study to prepare the APT specimen 

was only equipped with a Ga ions source, some Ga ions could be implanted in the AlN 

layers during the sample preparation.9 The trimethylgallium used for GaN growth in this 

study was expected to exhibit Gallium’s natural isotopic ratio (60.1% for 69Ga and 39.9% 

for 71Ga). However, the ion source in the FIB instrument contains monoisotopic 69Ga. Figure 

4.2(b) shows the 69Ga and 71Ga peaks in the mass spectrum extracted from the top AlN 

layer. Here, the natural isotopic ratio between the two peaks was respected and the Ga 

observed in the AlN layers was therefore inherent to the sample and not to the sample 

preparation. This assumption was verified for each AlN layers. 
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Figure 4.2  (a) 3D reconstruction of two N-polar AlN layers grown at 1155 °C in H2 and 

N2 carrier gas respectively for the top and the bottom layer. Ga atoms (blue) and Al atoms 

(red) were shown. (b) 69Ga and 71Ga peaks in the mass spectrum extracted from the top AlN 

layer in (a). (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien Bonef from UCSB) 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the Al III site fraction measured by APT across the six AlN layers. The 

sampling volumes to draw the profiles were 25x25x15 nm3. (Courtesy of Dr. Baishakhi 

Mazumder from Oak Ridge National Laboratory) The thickness of the AlN film was 

measured as the full width at half maximum of the Al profile. The obtained values varied 

between 2.7 nm and 3.7 nm. Despite of the different growth temperatures and carrier gases 

used for the AlN film deposition, all layers exhibited Al fractions equal to or above 0.95. 

While in metal-polar AlN layers the Al mole fraction in nominal AlN films increased from 

0.5 to 0.6 when the growth temperature was reduced from 1145 to 950 C, in this study the 

highest Al fraction of 0.99 was obtained for the AlN film grown at the highest growth 

temperature of 1155 °C and using H2 as carrier gas [Figure 4.3(e)]. Similar to the 
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observations for metal-polar AlN layers, the Al composition of the layers grown in H2 as 

carrier gas was slightly higher compared to the ones deposited in N2. 

 

Figure 4.3  APT 1D composition profiles of Al in the N-polar AlN layers grown at (a) 

960 °C, H2, (b) 960 °C, N2, (c) 1065 °C, H2, (d) 1065 °C, N2, (e) 1155 °C, H2, (f) 1155 °C, 

N2. (Courtesy of Dr. Baishakhi Mazumder from Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 

 

There was no clear trend of the GaN/AlN interface sharpness, possibly related to the 

circumstance that the APT sampling area was small compared to the theoretical terrace 

length of 7.4 nm, corresponding to the typical step height of 0.52 nm of the 4 misoriented 

N-polar GaN layer10. Additional step bunching in the AlN layer may have resulted from the 

3% lattice mismatch to GaN.11 The AlN surface steps could be clearly seen in the AFM 

image of the 2.7 nm thick AlN layer deposited at 960 °C in H2 carrier gas [Figure 4.4]. Since 

the AlN layers were only 2.7 ~ 3.7 nm thick, their composition profiles can be markedly 
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influenced by the step formation in the sampling area, especially in the case of step 

bunching. 

 

Figure 4.4  The AFM amplitude image of the surface of a 2.7 nm thick AlN film 

deposited on N-polar GaN layer with 4° misorientation under a growth temperature of 960 

˚C and in H2 carrier gas. The grey scale was 1.2 nm. 

 

 AlN interlayer in a typical N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure 

Figure 4.5(a) depicts a 25x25x70 nm3 APT volume extracted from the reconstruction of 

the N-polar S.I. GaN/AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT structure. (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien Bonef 

from UCSB) The associated Al and Ga profiles are shown in Figure 4.5(b). The Al fraction 

in the AlN layer grown on top of the AlGaN barrier layer was shown to have an Al fraction 

around 0.9, confirming that the AlN interlayer in an actual device contained little Ga as well. 

The average Al fraction in the top AlGaN layer was 0.28, in good agreement with the 

expected value of 0.27. A similar good agreement was observed between the nominal and 

measured AlGaN barrier composition. The lower Al fraction measured in the AlN interlayer 

compared to those in the AlN films in the GaN/AlN/GaN structures could be due to the fact 

that the nominal thickness of the AlN interlayer in the HEMT structure was only 1 nm, 

400 n
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increasing the possibility that steps at the interfaces introduced additional uncertainty in the 

composition profile. The interface steps may have also contributed to the broadening of the 

AlN layer thickness from the nominal 1 nm to the measured 2.6 nm. In addition, 

reconstruction artifacts in APT could also lead to thickness inaccuracy. While the z-direction 

reconstruction of APT volumes assumes a perfectly hemispherical tip shape, the fact that 

AlN is more difficult to evaporate than GaN led to a higher GaN evaporation rate during the 

evaporation of the top GaN/AlN interface5,12, resulting in a modification of the tip shape13. 

The tip flattened at the interface and local variations of the projection law of the ions led to 

local magnification effects. These artifacts were responsible for the Al under-density 

observed at the GaN/AlN interfaces in Figure 4.2(a) and prevented accurate depth 

reconstruction. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that for transistor fabrication the 

devices are always positioned in such a way that the current flows parallel to the 

surface/interface steps1, mitigating the impact of uncertainties in the composition profile 

introduced by the steps on the device performance. 

 

Figure 4.5  (a) 3D reconstruction of the N-polar S.I. GaN/AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT 

structure and (b) associated 1D Ga and Al concentration profiles. (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien 

Bonef from UCSB) 
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 Characterization of N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures 

In order to examine the electrical properties of the AlN layers grown under various 

conditions, GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures as shown in Figure 4.6 were grown and 

characterized. Three series of samples with varying growth temperatures and carrier gases 

for the AlN layers were investigated. Other growth parameters for the structure were the 

same as those described in Section 4.1.1. The AlN layers for series-1 was grown at 960 °C 

in H2, series-2 was grown at 1155 °C in H2 and series-3 was grown at 1155 °C in N2 [Table 

4.2]. Each series included three to four samples with varying AlN thicknesses around 

1−11 nm. The corresponding AlN growth rate was obtained according to the measured 

thickness, which was the full width at half max (FWHM) of the Al composition profiles 

obtained by APT, of the AlN layers presented in Section 4.1.2 grown under the same 

conditions.  

The sheet charge density (ns) and electron mobility (µ) of the 2DEG were measured by 

room temperature Van der Pauw Hall measurements. Sheet resistance parallel (Rsh,//) and 

perpendicular (Rsh,_|_) to the steps were obtained by transfer-length measurement (TLM), and 

the parallel and perpendicular electron mobilities (µ// and µ_|_) were calculated accordingly 

using ns measured by hall. The strain status of selected samples were analyzed using 

reciprocal space map taken by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Panalytical 

MRD PRO Materials Research Diffractometer. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images 

were taken with a Veeco Dimension 3000 Scanning Probe Microscope to analyze the 

surface morphology. The layer structures of the samples were identified by atomic STEM-
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high angle annular dark field (HAADF) images obtained in a JEOL ARM200F microscope. 

(? Is it?) 

 

 

Figure 4.6  Schematic structure of the N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with AlN 

layers grown under various conditions for electrical property investigation. 

 

Table 4.2  Growth temperatures and major carrier gases for each series of the N-polar 

GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures. 

Sample series Growth temperature Major carrier gas 

#1 960 °C H2 

#2 1155 °C H2 

#3 1155 °C N2 
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 Strain status and the surface morphology 

The surface morphologies of the samples with the thickest AlN layer in each series were 

presented in Figure 4.7. Only the structure with 11.3 nm thick AlN in series-2 showed 

surface crack segments.  

 

Figure 4.7  AFM images of the surface morphologies of GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures 

with (a) 7.6 nm thick AlN grown at 960 °C in H2, (b) 11.3 nm thick AlN grown at 1155 °C 

in H2 and (c) 10.9 nm thick AlN grown at 1155 °C in N2. Each AlN thickness was the largest 

in the corresponding series of samples.  

 

The reciprocal space map confirms that the 8.1 nm thick AlN layer grown at 1155 °C in 

H2 is fully strained [Figure 4.8]. The noise level in XRD measurement of N-polar samples is 

generally higher due to the interface steps originating from the crystal misorientation. 

Moreover, the small thickness of the AlN layer resulted in low intensity of the AlN peak. 

Therefore, a separate scan with a longer step-time and smaller range was conducted to better 

present the AlN peak as shown in the red square in Figure 4.8.  

According to the images of surface morphologies and the reciprocal space map, we 

know that in the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures under investigation, the 8.1 nm thick AlN 

layer is fully strained and the 11.3 nm thick one is partially relaxed. Above a certain 

thickness between these two values, the AlN layer started to relax. 
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Figure 4.8  Reciprocal space map of the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure with 8.1 nm 

thick AlN layer grown at 1155 °C in H2. Due to the low intensity of the AlN peak, the image 

within the red square was obtained separately using a longer step time. 

 

 Electrical properties 

As mentioned before, since 4˚ misoriented substrates were used to ensure the growth of 

high quality N-polar films, the associated crystal misorientation resulted in the formation of 

surface steps, which in turn lead to a higher electron mobility parallel to the steps compared 

to the perpendicular direction. The µ values determined in Hall measurements are typically 

20% lower than the values parallel to the surface steps extracted from TLM 

measurements.14,15 In devices, the higher µ parallel to the steps is taken advantage of by 
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aligning the devices in such a way that the electron transport occurs parallel to the steps.1 

Therefore, both hall and TLM measurement were conducted on the series with the AlN 

layers grown at 950 °C in H2 to obtain the parallel µ, which is a better indication of the 

electrical property of N-polar heterostructures grown on miscut substrates. 

For the samples in series-1 with AlN layers grown at 950 °C in H2, as the AlN thickness 

increased from 1.2 to 7.6 nm, the sheet charge density of the 2DEG increased from 7.9×1012 

to 3.5×1013 cm-2, with the best observed Hall mobility of 820 cm2/Vs at tAlN = 5.1 nm and ns 

= 2.5×1013 cm-2 [Figure 4.9]. We speculate that for thinner AlN layers, the charged interface 

states at the AlN/GaN back interface, a kind of remote coulombic scattering center, got close 

to the 2DEG and affected the mobility significantly [Figure 4.10].16 This effect subsided 

sharply as the scattering centers moved away from the 2DEG, that is, as the AlN layer 

thickness increased. The µ dropped from 820 to 637 cm2/Vs when ns increased from 

2.5×1013 to 3.5×1013 cm-2, probably because the 2DEG moved towards the AlN/GaN top 

interface with increasing ns, and the µ was strongly influenced by the interface related 

scattering. Although the penetration of the 2DEG wavefunction into the AlN layer also 

increased, alloy scattering was unlikely to be a major reason for the µ drop because the AlN 

layer contained only around 5% Ga. Despite the mobility drop for the sample with highest 

ns, the sheet resistance maintained very close to the sample with the best µ.  

Given the parallel sheet resistance measured by TLM and the ns value measured by hall, 

the parallel mobility was calculated for each sample, exhibiting a highest parallel mobility of 

1100 cm2/Vs [Figure 4.9]. This value is higher than the mobility of 800 cm2/Vs for a Ga-

polar GaN/AlN heterostructure grown by MBE with a pure AlN layer and similar sheet 

charge density17, indicating high material quality. 
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Figure 4.9  (a) Sheet charge density, (b) electron mobility from Hall measurements and 

derived from TLM measurements parallel and perpendicular to the surface steps (black, red 

and blue dots, respectively) and (c) parallel and perpendicular sheet resistance (red and blue 

triangles, respectively) of the N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with AlN layers of 

different thicknesses grown at 960 °C in H2.  
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Figure 4.10  Band diagram of a N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure with a thin AlN 

layer. The valance band at the back GaN/AlN interface reaches fermi level. 

 

In series-2, AlN layers with a thickness varying from 6.5 to 11.3 nm were deposited at 

1155 °C in H2. The best mobility in Hall measurements of 1086 cm2/Vs was obtained for  

tAlN = 6.5 nm and ns = 9.6×1012 cm-2, and µ decreased monotonically to 628 cm2/Vs as tAlN 

increased to 11.3 nm [Figure 4.11]. The ns increased monotonically to 2.2×1013 cm-2. 

Different from the samples in series-1, the smallest AlN thickness in series-2 is 6.5 nm and 

the AlN/GaN back interface had minimal impact on the 2DEG mobility. On the other hand, 

we believe the AlN/GaN top interface related scattering was still one of the major reasons 

for the mobility drop with increasing tAlN when the 2DEG moved towards the AlN barrier 

and got more strongly affected. The possible partial relaxation in the AlN layers of a 

thickness above 8.1 nm could also contribute to the mobility drop. 

In series-3 the AlN layers were deposited at 1155 °C using N2 as carrier gas. The ns 

increased from 3×1012 to 1.7×1013 cm-2 when tAlN was increased from 4.7 to 10.9 nm [Figure 

4.11]. Insufficient screening of scattering centers due to the low ns of 3×1012 cm-2 was likely 

to account for the low µ of 474 cm2/Vs for the sample with tAlN = 4.7 nm. The best Hall 
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mobility of 1270 cm2/Vs was observed for tAlN = 7.8 nm with ns = 9.8×1012 cm-2. Note that 

µ// is usually 20 % higher than µhall as mentioned before.14,15  

Despite the differences in ns and µ for samples with three different AlN deposition 

conditions, the sheet resistance reached around 280-380 ohm/sq for each series as the AlN 

layer grew thicker [Figure 4.11(c)]. 

 

Figure 4.11  (a) sheet charge density, (b) Hall electron mobility and (c) sheet resistance 

of the N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with the AlN layer of different thicknesses 

grown at 960 °C in H2 (black square), at 1155 °C in H2 (red dot) and at 1155 °C in N2 (blue 

triangle). 
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In Figure 4.12, the Hall  mobility was plotted against sheet charge density. The highest µ 

was observed for the sample with 7.8 nm thick AlN grown at 1155 °C in N2 and ns = 

9.8×1012 cm-2. The µ was slightly lower for the sample with a similar ns = 9.6×1012 cm-2 and 

6.5 nm thick AlN grown at the same temperature in H2, implying a better material quality of 

the AlN layer grown in N2. With a similar ns, the significantly lower µ when the AlN layer 

was grown at 960 °C in H2 most probably resulted from the ultra-thin AlN of 1.2 nm as 

discussed before.  

 

Figure 4.12  2DEG mobilities of the N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures measured 

by Hall with the AlN layers grown at 960 °C in H2 (black square), at 1155 °C in H2 (red dot) 

and at 1155 °C in N2 (blue triangle). 

 

For samples with similar AlN thicknesses, it is observed that those in series-1 had 

around 2×1013 cm-2 higher sheet charge densities than the ones in the other two series. 

Several aspects of the structures were analyzed to identify the possible reasons for the 

discrepancy. First, CV measurements proved the accuracy of channel thicknesses for all 

structures. The second possibility is a higher oxygen impurity concentration in the low 
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temperature (LT) AlN layers. However, in order to introduce an extra ns of 2×1013 cm-2, the 

oxygen concentration in the low temperature AlN layer need to be 4×1019 cm-3 higher than 

those grown at high temperature (HT) assuming a full ionization, given the AlN thicknesses 

of couple nanometers. According to our impurity test of the growth reactor, such a high 

impurity concentration is unlikely. Therefore, although the higher oxygen concentration in 

low temperature AlN might contribute to the higher ns in the structures, we believe it is not 

the major reason. The third aspect, the error in AlN thickness, was evaluated by the scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and identified to be the dominate effect, which is 

presented in the following subsection.  

 

 Layer structure identified by scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM)  

The darker contrast in the STEM images [Figure 4.13] (courtesy of Dr. Feng Wu and Dr. 

Bastien Bonef from UCSB) indicates the AlN layers grown in the GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructures. The AlN layer in Figure 4.13(a) was grown at 960 °C while the one in 

Figure 4.13(b) was grown at 1155 °C. Both layers were deposited in H2. More severe step 

bunching was observed in the HT AlN layer, which was supported by the AFM images of 

surface morphologies for AlN layers of different thicknesses grown at 960 °C [Figure 

4.14(a)(b)(c)] and 1155 °C [Figure 4.14 (d)(e)(f)], respectively, using H2 as the major carrier 

gas. 
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Figure 4.13  Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of 

GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with AlN layers grown (a), (b) at 950 °C and (c), (d) at 

1155 °C using H2 as major carrier gas. (b) and (d) are the magnified images of the areas 

marked by the red square in (a) and (c), respectively. (Courtesy of Dr. Feng Wu and Dr. 

Bastien Bonef from UCSB) 

 

 

Figure 4.14  AFM images of the surface morphology of AlN layers grown (a), (b), (c) at 

950 °C, (d), (e), (f) at 1155 °C using H2 as major carrier gas. The AlN thickness for (a) and 
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(d) was 2.7 nm, for (b) and (e) was 5 nm and for (c) and (f) was 9.7 nm. The grey scale is 

4 nm. 

 

As mentioned before, the AlN thicknesses in each GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures was 

determined by the growth time in the recipe and the growth rate calculated according to the 

APT results presented in Session 4.1.2. The expected thickness of the LT AlN layer shown 

in Figure 4.13(a) and (c) was 5.1 nm while that of the HT AlN layer presented in Figure 

4.13(b) and (d) was 9.7 nm. However, according to the STEM results, that while the layer 

thickness of the sample grown at 950 °C was close to the projected one, for the sample 

grown at 1155 °C significant deviations were observed. The nominally 9.7 nm thick HT AlN 

layer exhibited a maximum thickness of ~ 5 nm and a minimum thickness of ~ 2 nm due to 

severe step bunching [Figure 4.13(d)]. The discrepancy between the expected and measured 

thicknesses of the HT AlN layer explained the large difference of ns between the samples 

with LT and HT AlN layers of similar expected thicknesses. The observations suggest that 

the HT AlN thickness deviations were at least in part associated with the strong step 

bunching at higher growth temperatures, which was predicted by Tersoff et al. for vicinal 

surfaces under stress18. Note that similar bunching effects were observed for thin N-polar 

InN layers grow on misoriented GaN.19 

 

 

 Al composition profile 

Selected GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures grown at 960 or 1155 °C in H2 were further 

investigated by APT. (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien Bonef from UCSB) Interestingly, except for 
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the nominally 2.5 nm thick AlN layer grown at 960 °C, all other nominal AlN layers were 

actually comprised of a graded AlGaN layer from the GaN buffer and an AlxGa1-xN layer 

with xAl = 0.85−0.95 [Figure 4.15]. As we discussed in Session Chapter 2, for the very thin 

AlN layers of couple nanometers, both the small APT sampling area and the step structures 

for N-polar samples might lead to inaccuracy of the composition profile. Thinner AlN layers 

were affected more significantly. Therefore, we consider all the measured AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 

0.85−0.95) layers as AlN layers with very little Ga incorporation in this chapter. Again we 

considered the full width at half max (FWHM) the thickness of the AlN layer. While the 

measured thickness of 3.2 and 5.3 nm were very close to the nominal values of 2.5 and 

5.1 nm for the LT AlN layers [Figure 4.15(a) and (b)], the nominally 6.5 nm thick HT AlN 

layer turned out to be a 5.5 nm AlN plus 7 nm graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0-0.5) [Figure 

4.15(c)] and the nominally 9.7 nm thick HT AlN turned out to be 4.5 nm AlN plus 7 nm 

graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0-0.5) [Figure 4.15(d)]. Note that we consider the measured 

thickness of 3.2 nm very close to the nominal thickness of 2.5 nm considering the 

inaccuracy of the APT composition profile. Also, there was a less pronounced 5.2 nm thick 

graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0-0.5) layer below the measured 5.3 nm thick LT AlN. 
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Figure 4.15  Al composition profiles measured by APT for GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructures with (a) nominally 2.5 nm thick AlN layer grown at 960 °C, (b) nominally 

5.1 nm thick AlN layer grown at 960 °C, (a) nominally 6.5 nm thick AlN layer grown at 

1155 °C, (a) nominally 9.7 nm thick AlN layer grown at 1155 °C. All AlN layers were 

grown in H2. (Courtesy of Dr. Bastien Bonef from UCSB) 

 

Figure 4.15(c) and (d) confirmed that the thicknesses of HT AlN layers were thinner 

than expected, as revealed by the STEM images [Figure 4.13], however, the reasons for the 

formation of the graded AlGaN layers in this series of samples were unclear. One possible 

explanation is the composition pulling effect due to the different misfit strains in GaN and 

AlN layers. Tsai et al.20 and Lin et al.21 reported lower Al incorporation in the initial stage 
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growth of AlxGa1-xN layers on sapphire substrates, attributing the phenomenon to Al atoms 

being expelled to reduce the strain energy from the thermodynamics aspect. Lower xAl in 

AlxGa1-xN films deposited on GaN than on Al0.04Ga0.96N was also observed by Chen et al.22. 

Higher binary GaN growth rate was measured for the AlxGa1-xN films on GaN layers, while 

the binary AlN growth rate remained similar, indicating a stronger effect of the strain on Ga 

rather than Al incorporation. Similar observations were reported on InGaN/GaN 

heterostructures.23,24 Thereby the compositional pulling effect could have played a stronger 

role compared to the first AlN/GaN heterostructures discussed in paragraph 4.1.2., figure 

4.3.due to the nominally thicker AlN layers. While the compositional pulling effect could be 

part of the reason for the unexpected graded AlGaN layers underneath the AlN layers, the 

impact of growth temperature remained unclear  

Very similar layer thicknesses were observed for the two samples shown in Figure 

4.15(c) and (d) while one of the layer growth time was 50% longer than the other one. The 

discrepancy could be explained by the large local variation of AlN layer thicknesses due to 

severe step bunching [Figure 4.13(c)], given the relatively small sampling area of atom 

probe tomography (20 nm in diameter) and the large step width which could be > 30 nm. 

 

 Comparison between Metal-polar and N-polar AlN 

In previous studies of metal-polar AlN and InAlN films, the parasitic Ga incorporation 

was associated with different causes, for example transmetallation reactions at the reactant 

inlet nozzle25 or carry-over processes in the MOCVD reactor26. In the latter case GaN can 

desorb from GaN deposits in the hot zones of reactor chamber once the TMGa injection was 

stopped and the GaN deposits had not been coated with AlN or InAlN yet.26,27 In addition, 
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In-Ga eutectic formation was discussed as the source of Ga incorporation into InAlN 

layers.28 These causes, however, are all tool and/or process dependent but unrelated to the 

polarity of the grown layers. 

 

The main difference between N- and metal-polar AlN films is that in the N-polar case 

the surface is terminated with N-atoms compared to Al-atoms for metal-polar layers [Figure 

4.16]. We speculate that the nitrogen surface layer may decrease the probability of Al – Ga - 

exchange reactions compared to the metal-polar case where the metal atoms are positioned 

directly on the surface. Further investigations are necessary to understand how the polarity 

influences the unintentional Ga incorporation into AlN layers. 

 

Figure 4.16  Schematic atomic structure of Al- and N-polar AlN. 

 

 Conclusion 

In conclusion, thin N-polar AlN layers with Al compositions equal or above 0.95 

embedded into GaN were demonstrated by MOCVD under a wide range of growth 

conditions. The highest Al fraction of 0.99 was obtained for the AlN film grown at the 

highest growth temperature of 1155 °C and using H2 as carrier gas. The nominally 1 nm 

thick AlN interlayer in the N-polar GaN/AlN/AlGaN HEMT structure exhibited an Al 
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fraction of 0.92, confirming little unintentional Ga incorporation into the AlN interlayers in 

actual N-polar HEMT devices. The reason for the much less unintentional Ga incorporation 

into N-polar AlN layers compared to Ga-polar, however, is unclear and needs further 

investigation. 

The surface morphology, strain status, electrical properties, layer structures and 

composition profiles of GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures with varying AlN thicknesses and 

growth conditions were investigated. The 8.1 nm thick AlN layer grown at 1155 °C in H2 

was proved to be fully strained by reciprocal space map and smooth surfaces were observed 

for all samples except for the one with 11.3 nm thick AlN grown in 1155 °C in H2, which 

exhibited segments of surface cracks. High electron mobilities were observed in the 

structures with different AlN growth conditions and optimal AlN thicknesses under 

investigation, indicating good electrical properties of the AlN films grown under various 

conditions. The high temperature AlN layers, however, exhibited severe step bunching and 

noticeably thinner than expected layer thicknesses. Graded AlGaN layers were also 

observed underneath the HT AlN layers. While the compositional pulling effect could be 

one of the reasons for the graded AlGaN layers, it didn’t explain the thickness discrepancy 

and the impact of growth temperature needs further investigation. 
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Channel scaling for N-polar GaN/AlGaN/GaN HEMTs 

As discussed in the introduction chapter, for N-polar HEMTs, as the channel thickness 

(tch) decreases, the electric field in the channel increases, the sheet charge density (ns) in the 

channel decreases and the centroid of the 2DEG moves closer to the back-barrier/channel 

interface, resulting in a sharp decrease of the electron mobility (μ) in HEMT structures with 

ultra-scaled channels.1 Considering that the alloy scattering is suppressed by the AlN 

interlayer between the AlGaN back-barrier and GaN channel, we suggest that the scattering 

at the AlN/GaN interface is the major reason for the mobility drop with decreasing tch. In a 

recent report, Ahmadi et al. attributed this mobility drop to an increase in charged interface 

states (CIS) scattering, which worsens as the 2DEG wavefunction moves closer to the 

AlN/GaN interface and as the ns of the 2DEG reduces due to less screening.2 

Three different methods to maintain low sheet resistance (Rsh) for N-polar HEMTs are 

discussed in this work: (i) increasing the intentional Si doping in the back-barrier to increase 

ns; (ii) decreasing the Al composition (xAl) of the AlGaN cap to increase ns and display the 

2DEG away from the AlN/GaN interface; (iii) adding an InGaN layer between the GaN 

channel and the AlGaN cap to increase ns and display the 2DEG away from the AlN/GaN 

interface. The third solution is called a GaN/InGaN composite channel design to be 

distinguished from the conventional epi structures with a pure GaN channel.  
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5.1 Conventional N-polar HEMT structures with pure GaN channel 

The conventional N-polar HEMT structures studied in this subsection consisted of a 

1.5 µm thick semi-insulating (S.I.) GaN buffer, a 10 nm thick Si-doped GaN layer, a 20 nm 

thick Si-doped graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.05 - 0.38) back-barrier, a 10 nm thick 

unintentionally doped (UID) Al0.38Ga0.62N back-barrier, a 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer, a 

GaN channel of different thicknesses, a 2.6 nm thick AlxGa1-xN cap with xAl = 0.27 or 0.46 

and a 5 nm thick in-situ SiNx layer for surface protection [Figure 5.1]. Three series of 

samples were grown. For series-1, the Si doping level was 4×1018 cm-3 and xAl for the 

AlGaN caps was equal to 0.46; for series-2, the Si doping level was 7×1018 cm-3 and xAl for 

the AlGaN caps was equal to 0.46; and for series-3, the Si doping level was 9×1018 cm-3 and 

xAl for the AlGaN caps was equal to 0.27. [Table 5.1] 

 

Figure 5.1  Schematic of N-polar HEMT structures with varying GaN channel 

thicknesses. 
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Table 5.1  The Si doping level and Al composition for the AlGaN cap in the samples of 

each series.   

Series # Si doping level (cm-3) xAl for AlGaN cap 

1 4×1018 0.46 

2 7×1018 0.46 

3 9×1018 0.27 

 

 

5.1.1 Experiment 

All HEMT structures were deposited on c-plane sapphire substrates with 4˚ 

misorientation towards a-plane using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).3 

Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), trimethylindium (TMIn), ammonia 

(NH3), disilane (Si2H6) and ferrocene (Cp2Fe) were used as precursors. A 1.5 µm thick N-

polar S.I. GaN base layer was first deposited on the sapphire substrate as reported 

previously.4 Ferrocene was introduced to compensate the unintentionally incorporated 

oxygen impurities and obtain a semi-insulating layer. On top of the base layer, a 10 nm thick 

n+ GaN layer was deposited at 1200 °C and 100 Torr with an NH3 flow of 11.7 µmol/min 

and a growth rate of ~ 3 Å/s. A disilane flow in the order of 10-0 nmol/min was introduced to 

achieve a doping level between 41018 and 91018 cm-3.  Then the growth temperature was 

decreased to 1155 °C and the major carrier gas was switched to N2. The 20 nm thick graded 

AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.05 - 0.38) layer, the 10 nm thick Al0.38Ga0.62N layer, the GaN channel of 

different thickness and the 2.6 nm thick AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.27 or 0.46) cap were then 

deposited with an NH3 flow of 11.7 µmol/min and a growth rate of ~ 1 Å/s. A disilane flow 
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in the order of 10-1 nmol/min was introduced into the graded AlGaN layer to achieve a 

doping level between 41018 and 91018 cm-3. The 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer was 

deposited under the same conditions except using H2 as the major carrier gas and with a 

growth rate ~ 0.5 Å/s. The structure was finished with a 5 nm thick in-situ SiNx film grown 

at 1030 ˚C and 500 Torr with an NH3 flow of 268 mmol/min and a growth rate of ~ 1 A/s. 

Because the exact flows of the metal-organic sources and disilane changed with time (from 

2011 to 2015), only the approximate growth rates were provided. 

 The Al compositions of the AlGaN layers were calibrated by high-resolution x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) with a Panalytical MRD PRO Materials Research Diffractometer. The 

sheet charge density and electron mobility were measured by room temperature Van der 

Pauw Hall measurements.  

 

  Increasing Si doping in the back-barrier 

For the first series of the samples with a Si doping level of 4×1018 cm-3 in both the 10 nm 

thick GaN and 20 nm thick graded AlGaN layers and 2.6 nm thick Al0.46Ga0.54N caps, the 

2DEG mobility dropped from 1569 to 628 cm2/Vs with an also decreasing ns from 9.8×1012 

to 6.4×1012 cm-2 when the channel thickness decreased from 20 nm to 10 nm. The 

corresponding sheet resistance values increase from 404 to 1540 ohm/sq. [Figure 5.2] The 

most significant ns and µ drop occurred for the samples with the thinnest channels. When tch 

decreased from 12 to 10 nm, ns and µ dropped from 9.8×1012 to 6.4×1012 cm-2 and 1080 to 

628 cm2/Vs, respectively, manifesting the challenges to fabricate N-polar HEMT structures 

with ultra-scaled channels.  
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Figure 5.2  The sheet resistance, Hall electron mobility and sheet charge density for the 

N-polar HEMT structures with 2.6 nm thick Al0.46Ga0.54N caps and 4×1018 cm-3 Si doping in 

the 10 nm thick GaN and graded AlGaN layers with varying channel thicknesses. 

 

In order to compensate the ns drop with decreasing tch, the Si doping in the 10 nm thick 

GaN and the 20 nm thick graded AlGaN layers was increased from 4×1018 to 7×1018 cm-3 

(Series-2). Around 20% of increase in ns was observed. [Figure 5.3] For the samples with 12 

and 10 nm thick channels the µ increased from 1080 to 1343 cm2/Vs and 628 to 798 cm2/Vs, 

respectively, possibly because the higher sheet charge density provided better screening of 

scattering centers. The sheet resistance for the 10 nm channel sample dropped by ~ 40% to 

925 ohm/sq. 
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Figure 5.3  The sheet resistance, Hall electron mobility and sheet charge density of the 

2DEGs in N-polar HEMT structures with 2.6 nm thick Al0.46Ga0.54N caps and varying 

channel thicknesses. The Si doping in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm GaN layers was 

4×1018 cm-3 (black square) and 7×1018 cm-3 (blue dot) respectively. 

 

However, as the channel thickness further decreased to 9 nm, both ns and µ dropped 

sharply to 3.12×1012 cm-2 and 367 cm2/Vs, with a corresponding Rsh = 5430 ohm/sq. [Figure 

5.3] Since the possible parasitic 2DEG formation in highly doped layers limits the highest Si 

doping level in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm thick GaN layers, alternative solutions for 

further scaled channels are necessary.  
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 Decreasing the Al composition of the AlGaN cap 

The Si doping level was increased to 9×1018 cm-3 and the Al composition of the AlGaN 

cap was decreased to 0.27 for the samples in Series-3. As shown in Figure 5.4, the sheet 

charge density for the 12 and 10 nm channel samples increased by around 7×1012 cm-2 

because of the higher Si doping as well as the lower xAl for the AlGaN cap which led to 

reduced electric field in the channel. Additionally, a significant improvement of the electron 

mobility was observed for the 10 and 8 nm channel sample, exhibiting ns = 1.373×1013 cm-2, 

µ = 1073 cm2/Vs, Rsh = 424 ohm/sq and ns = 1.217×1013 cm-2, µ = 738 cm2/Vs, Rsh = 695 

ohm/sq, respectively. The mobility of the sample with 12 nm channel was slightly lower 

most probably due to the high ns of 1.485×1013 cm-2.  

It is worth mentioning that the 8 nm channel sample with a Si doping of 9×1018 cm-3 and 

xAl = 0.27 for the AlGaN cap exhibited a Rsh of 695 ohm/sq, which is similar to the Rsh of 

702 ohm/sq for the 12 nm channel sample with a Si doping of 4×1018 cm-3 and xAl = 0.46 for 

the AlGaN. By modifying the Si doping level in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm thick GaN 

layers and the xAl for the AlGaN cap, the channel thickness was scaled down to 8 nm for the 

conventional N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures while maintaining reasonable sheet 

charge density and electron mobility. However, in order to achieve high breakdown 

voltages, we need to keep a reasonable thickness and Al composition of the AlGaN cap 

layers.  
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Figure 5.4  The sheet resistance, electron mobility and sheet charge density of the 

2DEGs in N-polar HEMT structures with varying channel thicknesses. The Al compositions 

for the AlGaN cap and the Si doping in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm GaN layers are (i) 

46%, 4×1018 cm-3 (black square), (ii) 46%, 7×1018 cm-3 (blue dot), (iii) 27%, 9×1018 cm-3 

(red triangle). 

 

 Discussion 

In a conventional N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure, as the GaN channel thickness 

decreases, the electric field in the channel increases, the sheet charge density decreases and 
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the 2DEG moves towards the AlN/GaN interface, leading to stronger interface related 

scattering and lower electron mobility. Low sheet charge density could result in insufficient 

screening of scattering centers as well. As presented above, both increasing the Si doping 

level and decreasing xAl for the AlGaN cap led to an increase of ns. By reducing xAl for the 

AlGaN cap, the electric field in the channel decreased and the 2DEG moved away from the 

AlN/GaN interface, reducing the impact of interface related scattering.  

The highest 2DEG mobility obtained for each channel thickness of conventional HEMT 

structures was plotted in Figure 5.5. Different Si doping levels in the graded AlGaN and 

10 nm thick GaN layers and different xAl for the AlGaN caps were chosen to achieve the 

optimal mobility for each channel thickness. While a relatively gradual decrease was 

observed when tch decreased from 20 to 11 nm, the mobility dropped sharply from 1327 to 

738 cm2/Vs when tch decreased from 11 nm to 8 nm, although the Si doping level and xAl for 

the AlGaN cap were both optimized. A mobility drop from 1105 to 738 cm2/Vs was 

observed when the channel thickness decreased from 9 to 8 nm. The steeper drop of 

mobility for thinner channels manifested the strong impact of the interface related 

scatterings, majorly the interface roughness scattering1 and charged interface states 

scattering42, on the 2DEG mobility as we scale down the channel thickness to couple 

nanometers. Besides an increase of Si doping level and decrease of xAl for the AlGaN cap, 

both of which had their own limitations, alternative solutions are necessary to further scale 

down the channel thicknesses. 
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Figure 5.5  Electron mobility of conventional HEMT structures with different channel 

thicknesses measured at room temperature using Van der Pauw Hall measurement. The Si 

doping level in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm thick GaN layers and the xAl for the AlGaN 

cap were modified to optimize the electron mobility.  

 

5.2 A novel design: GaN/InGaN composite channel N-polar HEMT 

structures 

A design of N-polar HEMT structure with InGaN/GaN composite channel was proposed 

to achieve ultra-scaled channel thicknesses for the N-polar HEMT structures. By replacing 

the upper portion of the GaN channel with a thin InxGa1-xN (xIn = 0.05 - 0.15) layer, a net 

positive polarization charge is introduced at the GaN/InGaN interface, which increases ns, 

decreases the electric field in the GaN channel and thereby increases d2DEG, mitigating the 

scattering at the interface [Figure 5.6]. Moreover, the InxGa1-xN layer led to an increased 

reverse electric field in the Al0.27Ga0.73N cap under the gate, which we expect to increase the 

breakdown voltage. 
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Figure 5.6  Electron band diagrams showing the conduction band profiles for N-polar 

HEMT structures with 0, 2 and 5 nm thick In0.1Ga0.9N layers in 9 nm thick channels and the 

corresponding charge distributions of the 2DEGs. 

 

5.3 N-polar GaN/InGaN composite channel HEMTs demonstrated by 

MOCVD 

The N-polar HEMT structures studied in this subsection consisted of a 1.5 µm thick 

semi-insulating (S.I.) GaN buffer, a 20 nm thick Si-doped graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.05 - 

0.38) back-barrier, a 10 nm thick unintentionally doped (UID) Al0.38Ga0.62N back-barrier, a 

0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer, a conventional GaN channel or a composite GaN/InGaN 

channel, a 2.6 nm thick Al0.27Ga0.73N cap and a 5 nm thick in-situ SiNx layer for surface 

protection [Figure 5.7]. To understand the impact of InGaN thickness (tInGaN) and indium 

composition (xIn) on the HEMT structures, five series of samples with different channel 

structures were investigated [Table 5.2]. For series-1, 2, 3, the structure parameters were xIn 

= 0.1 and tch = 9 nm, 6 nm and 4 nm, respectively, with varying tInGaN < tch and GaN 
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thickness tGaN = tch - tInGaN. For series-4, the channel consisted of a 6 nm thick GaN layer and 

a 3 nm thick InxGa1-xN layer with xIn = 0.08, 0.11 and 0.15. For series-5, the channel 

consisted of a 4 nm thick GaN layer and a 2 nm thick InxGa1-xN layer with xIn = 0.05, 0.10 

and 0.15. 

Additionally, three different growth conditions were examined on the structures with 

4 nm GaN / 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N channels.  

 

Figure 5.7  N-polar (a) conventional and (b) GaN/InGaN composite channel HEMT 

structures with same total channel thicknesses. The indium composition varied from 0.05 to 

0.15. The total channel thickness was 9, 6 and 4 nm, while the InxGa1-xN thickness varied 

from 0 to 9 nm with the GaN thickness tGaN = tch - tInGaN. 
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Table 5.2  Indium compositions, channel thicknesses, GaN thicknesses and InxGa1-xN 

thicknesses for the investigated five series of N-polar HEMT structures. 

Series # xIn tch (nm) tInGaN (nm) tGaN (nm) 

1 0.1 9 0 - 9 9 - 0 

2 0.1 6 0 - 3 6 - 3 

3 0.1 4 0 - 2 4 - 2 

4 0.08 - 0.15 9 3 6 

5 0.05 - 0.15 6 2 4 

 

 

 Experiments 

All HEMT structures were deposited on c-plane sapphire substrates with 4˚ 

misorientation towards a-plane using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).3 

Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum (TMAl), trimethylindium (TMIn), ammonia 

(NH3), disilane (Si2H6) and ferrocene (Cp2Fe) were used as precursors. A 1.5 µm thick N-

polar S.I. GaN base layer was first deposited on the sapphire substrate as reported 

previously.4 Ferrocene was introduced to compensate the unintentionally incorporated 

oxygen impurities and obtain a semi-insulating layer. On top of the base layer, a 20 nm thick 

graded AlxGa1-xN (xAl = 0.05 - 0.38) layer, followed by a 10 nm thick Al0.38Ga0.62N layer, 

was deposited. The TMGa and NH3 flows (𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 and  𝑓𝑁𝐻3
) for the AlGaN layers were 

11.7 µmol/min and 178 mmol/min, respectively. The TMAl flow (𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑙) varied from 0.8 to 

9.2 µmol/min for the graded layer and was 9.2 µmol/min for the Al0.38Ga0.62N layer. A 

disilane flow (𝑓𝑆𝑖2𝐻6
) between 0.53 and 0.18 nmol/min was introduced into the graded 

AlGaN layer to achieve a doping level between 41018 and 91018 cm-3, maintaining ns in 
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HEMT structures with different tch. The AlGaN layers were grown at 1155 ˚C and 100 Torr. 

Following the AlGaN layers, a 0.7 nm thick AlN interlayer was deposited with 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑙 =

11.0 µmol/min and a 0 to 9 nm thick GaN layer was grown with 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 9.6 µmol/min 

using the same 𝑓𝑁𝐻3
 as that for the AlGaN layers. Afterwards, the growth temperature was 

decreased to 915 – 955 ˚C and the reactor pressure increased to 500 Torr. A thin InxGa1-xN 

(xIn = 0.05 - 0.15) film with layer thickness varying from 0 to 9 nm was grown using 

𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐼𝑛 =  34.3 µmol/min, 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 9.6 µmol/min and 𝑓𝑁𝐻3
= 178 mmol/min. On top of 

the InxGa1-xN layer, a 2.6 nm thick Al0.27Ga0.73N cap was deposited under the same growth 

condition with 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑙 = 2.5 µmol/min and 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 4.4 µmol/min. The structure was 

finished with a 5 nm thick in-situ SiNx film grown at 1030 ˚C and 500 Torr, with 𝑓𝑆𝑖2𝐻6
=

4.5 µmol/min and 𝑓𝑁𝐻3
= 268 mmol/min.  

Besides the typical growth conditions described above, two variations were tested out on 

structures with 4 nm GaN / 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N channels: (i) the growth temperature dropped 

from 1155 to 940 °C after the AlN interlayer deposition, and the 4 nm thick GaN channel 

was grown under the InGaN growth condition with 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 9.6 µmol/min. (ii) the growth 

temperature dropped from 1155 to 940 °C after the graded AlGaN deposition, and the 10 nm 

thick UID Al0.38Ga0.62N layer, the AlN interlayer and the 4 nm thick GaN channel were 

grown under the InGaN growth condition. For the Al0.38Ga0.62N layer, 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑙 =

5.28 µmol/min and 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 4.4 µmol/min were used. For the AlN interlayer and the GaN 

channel, 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐴𝑙 = 2.5 µmol/min and 𝑓𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑎 = 9.6 µmol/min were used respectively. 

The Al and In compositions of the AlGaN and InGaN films were determined by high-

resolution x-ray diffraction with a Panalytical MRD PRO Materials Research 

Diffractometer. Atomic force microscopy images were taken with a Veeco Dimension 3000 
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Scanning Probe Microscope to analyze the surface morphology. The sheet charge density 

and electron mobility of the 2DEG were measured by room temperature Van der Pauw Hall 

measurements. Note that the electron mobility determined in Hall effect measurements is 

lower than the electron mobility in an actual device where the gate is oriented such that the 

current flow occurs parallel to the surface steps originating from the crystal 

misorientation.5,6 A one-dimensional self-consistent Poisson-Schrödinger solver was used to 

simulate the band diagrams and electron distributions.7 

 

 Impact of different growth conditions for the critical layers  

Low growth temperatures (LT) for the InGaN layers, which were 915 – 955 ˚C in our 

experiments, were necessary to obtain the targeted In content of 0.05 – 0.15. On the other 

hand, a high growth temperature (HT), which was 1155 °C in our experiments, was 

preferable to grow smooth films and suppress carbon incorporation. After the HT layers, the 

samples were cooled down with purging flows of N2 and NH3 (𝑓𝑁𝐻3
= 178 mmol/min). 

The interface exposed to the gas flows during cool down, the cool-down interface, might 

degrade during the temperature change, adversely affecting the electron mobility if the 

2DEG is close to the interface. To investigate the trade-off between the better layer quality 

due to HT growth and the possible degradation of the interlayer quality, three different cool-

down interfaces were examined: (a) the 4 nm GaN/ 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N interface; (b) the AlN 

interlayer / 4 nm GaN interface and (c) the graded AlGaN / 10 nm AlGaN interface. [Figure 

5.8]  
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Figure 5.8  Diagrams of the N-polar HEMT structures with different cool-down 

interfaces: (a) the 4 nm GaN/ 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N interface; (b) the AlN interlayer / 4 nm GaN 

interface and (c) the graded AlGaN / 10 nm AlGaN interface. 

 

The relatively low mobility for sample (b) of 547 cm2/Vs was anticipated since the 

2DEG formed at the cool-down interface AlN interlayer / 4 nm GaN and the GaN channel 

was grown at LT.[Table 5.3] Interestingly, when the cool-down interface was moved away 

from the 2DEG to the graded AlGaN / 10 nm AlGaN interface (Sample (c)) with the upper 

part of the structure, 10 nm AlGaN/AlN/GaN/InGaN, grown at LT , a similar mobility of 

521 cm2/Vs was obtained with a corresponding ns = 1.515×1013 cm-2 and Rsh = 791 ohm/sq, 

while for the Sample (b), ns = 1.229×1013 cm-2 and Rsh = 929 ohm/sq. A slightly lower Rsh 

was measured when the cool-down interface was moved backward and far away from the 

2DEG, but no improvement in mobility was observed, indicating that the growth 

temperature had a stronger impact on the 2DEG mobility than the cool-down interface 

selection. 

The Sample (a) was cooled down at the 4 nm GaN / 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N interface with the 

4 nm thick GaN layer grown at HT, showing ns = 1.165×1013 cm-2, µ = 989 cm2/Vs and Rsh 
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= 542 ohm/sq, confirming that a high growth temperature was preferable for the layer where 

the 2DEG locates.  

 

Table 5.3  Sheet charge density, electron mobility and sheet resistance of the N-polar 

HEMT structures with 4 nm GaN / 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel with various cool-

down interfaces: (a) the 4 nm GaN/ 5 nm In0.1Ga0.9N interface; (b) the AlN interlayer / 4 nm 

GaN interface and (c) the graded AlGaN / 10 nm AlGaN interface. 

Variation ns (1013 cm-2) µ (cm2/Vs) Rsh (ohm/sq) 

(a) 1.165 989 542 

(b) 1.229 547 929 

(c) 1.515 521 791 

 

 

N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures terminated with the 4 nm thick GaN layer were 

grown and measured by AFM. Figure 5.9(a) and (b) present the surface of the GaN layer 

grown at 1155 and 940 C, respectively. The HT GaN showed a noticeably smoother surface, 

which could be one of the reasons for the higher 2DEG mobility when the GaN channel was 

grown at high temperature. 

Given the better electron mobility of sample (a) and smoother surface of the HT GaN 

layer,  
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Figure 5.9  Surface morphology of the N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure with 4 nm 

thick GaN layer grown at (a) high temperature (1155 C) and (b) low temperature (940 C) as 

the top layer. The grey scale is 4 nm.  

 

 9, 6 and 4 nm thick channel samples with varying InGaN thicknesses 

Figure 5.10(a) presents the Hall data and the simulated d2DEG for samples in series-1 with 

tch = 9 nm and xIn = 0.1. The ns increased with increasing tInGaN as expected due to the net 

positive polarization charge at the GaN/In0.1Ga0.9N interface. As tInGaN increased, µ initially 

increased above the reference value for the sample with a pure GaN channel. This is in 

agreement with the premise that CIS scattering limits µ and the addition of the In0.1Ga0.9N 

layer increases d2DEG, thereby improving µ. As a coulombic scattering mechanism, CIS 

scattering exponentially decreases with increasing d2DEG. Further increases in tInGaN above 

2 nm resulted in a mobility drop. This is attributed to the population of a 2DEG in the 

In0.1Ga0.9N layer [Figure 5.6] which has a lower mobility due to alloy scattering. This effect 

of alloy scattering was clearly evident from the very low mobility of 98 cm2/(V·s) for the 

pure In0.1Ga0.9N channel sample. Therefore, as a tradeoff between scattering mechanisms, 

for a channel thickness of 9 nm, an optimal tInGaN of 2 nm was found. The observed mobility 
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of 1446 cm2/(V·s) and sheet resistance (Rsh) of 404.6 Ω/sq offered improvements over the 

pure GaN channel which showed µ = 1105 cm2/(V·s) and Rsh = 598 Ω/sq. 

 

Figure 5.10  Simulated distance between the centroid of the 2DEG and the AlN/(In,Ga)N 

interface (d2DEG), sheet resistance (Rsh), electron mobility (µ) and sheet charge density (ns) 

for (a) 9 nm (b) 6 nm (c) 4 nm channel HEMT structures with varying In0.1Ga0.9N thickness. 

Only d2DEG was presented for the 4 nm pure GaN channel sample which was too resistive to 

obtain accurate ns, µ and Rsh. 

 

Similar to the samples with 9 nm thick channels, the HEMT structures in series-2 with 

tch = 6 nm and xIn = 0.1 also exhibited increasing ns with increasing tInGaN. The highest µ of 

1141 cm2/(V·s) and lowest Rsh of 445 Ω/sq were obtained for the sample with a 4 nm GaN / 

2 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel, while a low mobility of 606 cm2/(V·s) was measured 
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for the one with a 6 nm thick pure GaN channel [Figure 5.10(b)]. Thus, introduction of a 

2 nm thick In0.1Ga0.9N layer increased µ by 73%. 

HEMT structures with channel thickness as thin as 4 nm were also investigated (series-

3). While the sample with a 4 nm thick pure GaN channel was too resistive to obtain 

accurate ns, µ and Rsh, the 2DEG in a channel composed of 3 nm GaN and 1 nm In0.1Ga0.9N 

exhibited ns = 1.031013 cm-2, µ = 784 cm2/(V·s) and Rsh = 773 Ω/sq, showing a better µ 

than the sample with an 8 nm thick pure GaN channel [Figure 5.10(c) and Figure 5.12]. 

 

 9 and 6 nm thick channel samples with varying In composition  

To investigate the impact of xIn on the HEMT structures, the 4th and 5th series of samples 

were grown and measured. Samples in the 4th series had composite channels consisting of 

6 nm GaN and 3 nm InxGa1-xN with xIn = 0.08, 0.11 and 0.15. The samples with xIn = 0.08 

and 0.11 exhibited very similar properties with ns ≈ 1.181013 cm-2, µ ≈ 1360 cm2/(V·s) and 

Rsh ≈ 390 Ω/sq [Figure 5.11(a)]. The dropping mobility to 1228 cm2/(V·s) when xIn was 

increased to 0.15 implied the formation of a 2DEG in the In0.15Ga0.85N layer. The results 

show that xIn ≤ 0.1 is preferred for the application in the HEMT structures with 9 nm thick 

channels. 

Samples in the 5th series with 4 nm GaN / 2 nm InxGa1-xN (xIn = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15) 

composite channels showed a different trend from the samples in series-4. A clear optimal 

composition was found and the best Hall data were obtained for xIn = 0.10 [Figure 5.11(b)], 

indicating that for thinner channel samples, a higher xIn was required to obtain enough 

2DEG displacement away from the AlN/GaN interface. To reach the optimum electron 

mobility, both tInGaN and xIn need to be carefully selected to effectively suppress the 
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scattering at the AlN/GaN interface while maintaining minimal alloy scattering in the InGaN 

and CIS scattering at the GaN/InGaN interface.  

 

Figure 5.11  Simulated distance between the centroid of the 2DEG and the AlN/(In,Ga)N 

interface, sheet resistance, electron mobility and sheet charge density for (a) 9 nm channel 

HEMT structures with 3 nm InxGa1-xN (xIn = 0.08, 0.11, 0.15) and 6 nm GaN and (b) 6 nm 

channel HEMT structures with 2 nm InxGa1-xN (xIn = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15) and 4 nm GaN. 

 

 Discussion 

It is worth mentioning that since 4˚ misoriented substrates were used to ensure the 

growth of high quality N-polar films, the associated crystal misorientation resulted in the 
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formation of surface steps, which in turn lead to a higher electron mobility parallel to the 

steps compared to the perpendicular direction. The µ values determined in Hall 

measurements are typically 20% lower than the values parallel to the surface steps extracted 

from TLM measurements.5,8 In devices, the higher µ parallel to the steps is taken advantage 

of by aligning the devices in such a way that the electron transport occurs parallel to the 

steps.3  

As shown in Figure 5.12, the 6 and 4 nm composite channel samples showed slightly 

higher 2DEG mobility than the 9 and 8 nm conventional channel samples, respectively. The 

composite channel design significantly expanded the applicable channel thickness and 

therefore the scalability and design window of N-polar HEMT devices. However, as tch 

keeps reducing, the impact of the scattering introduced by the InGaN layer, such as the CIS 

scattering at the GaN/InGaN interface, alloy scattering and alloy cluster scattering in the 

InGaN layer, on the 2DEG becomes significant. On this account, further improvements can 

be expected by improving growth techniques to minimize the interface states at the 

GaN/InGaN interface and improve the uniformity of indium distribution in the InGaN 

film.42,9 Also, by including GaN/InGaN interface and InGaN layer related scattering in 

Ahmadi’s mobility model for N-polar HEMT structures42, it is possible to establish a model 

for the GaN/InGaN composite channel HEMTs to predict the optimum tInGaN and xIn for 

different epi structures. 
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Figure 5.12  Electron mobility of HEMT structures with conventional GaN channels 

(blue dot) and optimized GaN/InGaN composite channels (red triangle) of different channel 

thicknesses. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we first demonstrated the conventional N-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT 

structures with channel thicknesses shrinking from 20 to 8 nm while maintaining reasonably 

low sheet resistances by (i) increasing the Si doping level in the graded AlGaN and 10 nm 

thick GaN layers to compensate the ns drop with decreasing tch; (ii) decreasing the Al 

composition of the AlGaN cap to reduce the electric field in the channel and displace the 

2DEG away from the AlN interlayer / GaN channel interface, suppressing the interface 

related scattering and improving mobility. However, the formation of parasitic 2DEG in the 

highly Si-doped regions and the reduction of breakdown voltage with decreasing xAl for the 

AlGaN cap limited the potential for the conventional AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 

ultra-scaled channels to achieve low sheet resistance. 
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Thereby, we proposed a N-polar HEMT structure with GaN/InGaN composite channel 

to maintain high 2DEG mobility when scaling down the channel thickness. By placing a thin 

InGaN layer between the channel and the AlGaN cap, the electric field in the channel 

decreased and the distance between the centroid of the 2DEG and the AlN/GaN interface 

increased, suppressing the scattering at the interface and significantly improving the electron 

mobility. The sheet charge density also increased due to the net positive polarization charge 

at the GaN/InGaN interface. Increase of 73% in µ was observed when the 6 nm thick pure 

GaN channel was replaced by a 4 nm GaN / 2 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel in the 

HEMT structure. Moreover, the sample with 3 nm GaN / 1 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite 

channel exhibited higher µ compared to the sample with 8 nm thick pure GaN channel, 

reducing the smallest applicable channel thickness by half. This design was proven to 

significantly improve the channel scalability as measured by Hall, and thus has the potential 

to improve the lateral scalability of N-polar III-N HEMT devices.  
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Summary and future work 

 

6.1 Summary 

This dissertation presents an in-depth study on both metal- and N-polar AlN films grown 

by MOCVD, as well as the effort and achievements of channel scaling in N-polar HEMT 

structures.  

In Chapter 2, the relaxation mechanisms of AlGaN on GaN were discussed and thin GaN 

cap layers were shown to be highly effective to prevent AlGaN layers from relaxation. With 

a 2.4 nm thick GaN cap, the Al0.53Ga0.47N film remained strained with a thickness up to 

21 nm. This result widened the design window of the structures in the following 

investigations into AlN films and AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures.  

AlN interlayers in the HEMT structures were critical to obtain high electron mobilities in 

2DEG structures. However, a high concentration of unintentional Ga was observed in the 

metal-polar AlN films grown under typical conditions. In this work, the impact of growth 

temperatures, carrier gases, TMAl and NH3 flows, reactor pressures and other variations in 

the growth process on the properties of AlN films were investigated. Three major aspects, 

the Al compositions, surface morphologies and electrical properties of the GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructures, were examined. The major source of the unintentional Ga was identified to 

be the hot areas in the reactor, e.g. the susceptor. Since in the growth of AlGaN/GaN HEMT 

structures deposition of GaN layers before the AlN growth is inevitable, we are not able to 
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suppress the Ga incorporation by removing the source of the Ga species. Lower growth 

temperatures were expected to lessen the Ga content in AlN films given the lower partial 

vapor pressure and desorption rate of the Ga species. The experimental results manifested 

this speculation, showing 10% less Ga in the metal-polar AlN film grown at 960 °C 

compared to 1155 °C. However, even grown at 960 °C, the AlN film contained 40% of Ga. 

Despite of the high Ga concentration in the AlN interlayers, a significant improvement of 

electron mobility was observed by adding the nominal AlN interlayers, which were actually 

AlxGa1-xN with xAl ~ 0.5 – 0.6, to the GaN/Al0.24Ga0.76N/GaN heterostructures. The nominal 

AlN interlayers increased the effective barrier heights for the 2DEG, which lessened the 

wavefunction penetration into the alloy and displaced the 2DEG away from the 

GaN/Al(Ga)N interface.   

N-polar AlN films grown on GaN layers, by contrast, exhibited only 5% or less Ga 

content regardless of growth temperatures and carrier gases under investigation, which is 

desirable for HEMT devices. The reason for the difference between metal- and N-polar AlN 

films is still unclear.  

The second part of the dissertation focused on channel thickness scaling for the N-polar 

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Small channel thickness is critical to prevent short channel effects 

when scaling down the lateral size of N-polar devices. By modifying the Si doping level in 

the back-barrier and the xAl of the AlGaN cap, the channel thickness of the conventional N-

polar HEMT structure was scaled down to 8 nm while maintaining a reasonably low sheet 

resistance. In order to further reduce the channel thickness, we proposed a N-polar HEMT 

structure with GaN/InGaN composite channel to maintain high 2DEG mobility as the 

channel thickness decreased. By placing a thin InGaN layer between the channel and the 
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AlGaN cap, the electric field in the channel decreases and the distance between the centroid 

of the 2DEG and the AlN/GaN interface increases, suppressing the scattering at the interface 

and significantly improving the electron mobility. The sheet charge density also increases 

due to the net positive polarization charge at the GaN/InGaN interface. An increase of 73% 

in µ was observed when the 6 nm thick pure GaN channel was replaced by a 4 nm GaN / 

2 nm In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel. Moreover, the sample with 3 nm GaN / 1 nm 

In0.1Ga0.9N composite channel exhibited higher µ compared to the sample with 8 nm thick 

pure GaN channel, reducing the smallest applicable channel thickness by half. This design 

was proven to significantly improve the channel scalability, and thus has the potential to 

improve the lateral scalability of N-polar III-N HEMT devices. 

 

6.2 Future work 

 Investigations into metal-polar AlN growth conditions to achieve pure AlN 

Although it was demonstrated that for metal-polar AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures with 

xAl < 0.5 in the AlxGa1-xN barrier, adding a thin (0.7 nm) nominal AlN interlayer, which 

actually contained 40 ~ 50% Ga, significantly improved the 2DEG mobility, pure AlN is 

necessary for structures with higher xAl in the barrier and 2DEG sheet charge density to 

improve the electron mobility. 

Under the AlN growth conditions discussed in this work, a minimum of 40% Ga was 

observed in the AlN films in the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures grown without interruption. 

In order to achieve high purity of AlN films, a wider range of growth conditions, especially 

the growth temperature and TMAl flows, should be investigated.  
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Yamada et al. reported a reduction of the Ga content in the metal-polar AlN films to 5% 

by depositing the film at 805 °C in a horizontal reactor, while 50% of Ga incorporation was 

observed in the layers grown under  960 °C.1 It will be informative to investigate AlN layers 

grown at 800 ~ 960 °C in our vertical reactor. For such low growth temperatures, other 

growth parameters need to be carefully designed to obtain high quality films.  

Only two TMAl flow rates, both being relatively low, were examined in this work. 

Higher TMAl flow is a possible factor to improve the AlN purity and should be examined.  

It is likely that a low growth temperature is necessary to deposit pure metal-polar AlN 

films. In this case, the interfaces exposed to the purge flows during temperature change in 

the growth of GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures require extra attention. It is important to study 

the impact of these interfaces on the electrical property of the heterostructures and methods 

to improve the interface quality. 

It is worth mentioning that the accuracy of xAl in the GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures 

obtained by XRD measurement reduces when the AlGaN layer is thin (< 6 nm) and the GaN 

cap thickness is undefined and comparable to the AlGaN thickness. The AlGaN peaks for 

thin AlGaN layers are broad and sensitive to the thickness of both the AlGaN and GaN cap. 

Therefore, measuring the layer thicknesses using alternative methods, like TEM, could 

significantly improve the accuracy of xAl measured by XRD. Alternative measurements 

designed for thin layer analysis, like atom probe tomography, could also be used. 

 

 Theory for significantly less Ga incorporation into N-polar than metal-polar 

The observation of much less Ga content in N-polar AlN films than the metal-polar ones 

grown under the same conditions requires further inspection. We speculated that the 
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nitrogen surface layer may decrease the probability of Al – Ga - exchange reactions 

compared to the metal-polar case where the metal atoms are positioned directly on the 

surface, leading to less Ga incorporation into the layer. However, this speculation implies 

that most of the Ga species get incorporated into the films by replacing the Al atoms on the 

surface, which contradicts with the fact that Al – N bonds are much stronger than the Ga – N 

bonds. Further study is needed to understand the phenomenon, which will provide more 

insights into the thermodynamics of surface reactions during growth for samples with 

different polarities.  

 

 Explanation for the graded AlGaN underneath AlN and the AlN thickness 

discrepancy in N-polar GaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures 

As presented in Chapter 4, while the thin N-polar AlN layer with a thickness less than 

4 nm showed sharp interfaces, the thicker AlN film in selected GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructure consisted of a graded AlGaN layer with xAl from 0 to 0.5 and an AlN layer 

on top. [Figure 6.1] The top AlN/GaN interfaces were sharp. The graded AlGaN layers had 

comparable thicknesses to the AlN layers. Moreover, the two AlN films grown at the higher 

temperature [Figure 6.1(c) and (d)] showed more pronounced graded AlGaN layers.  
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Figure 6.1  Al composition profiles measured by APT for GaN/AlN/GaN 

heterostructures with (a) nominally 2.5 nm thick AlN layer grown at 960 °C, (b) nominally 

5.1 nm thick AlN layer grown at 960 °C, (a) nominally 6.5 nm thick AlN layer grown at 

1155 °C, (a) nominally 9.7 nm thick AlN layer grown at 1155 °C. All AlN layers were 

grown in H2. 

 

One possible explanation is the composition pulling effect due to the different misfit 

strains in GaN and AlN layers.2,3,4 However, there are still questions to be resolved. Why the 

thin AlN films < 4 nm showed no graded AlGaN layers? Does it mean that the AlN growth 

started with sharp interface and deposition of pure AlN layer, and as the layer grew thicker 

the sharp interface turned into a graded AlGaN layer? What’s the mechanism of the graded 
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AlGaN layer formation? What’s the impact of growth temperatures? How to prevent the 

graded AlGaN layer from forming? Further investigations are needed to understand the 

phenomena and improve the situation.  

 

 Establishing a 2DEG mobility model for the N-polar HEMTs with GaN/InGaN 

composition channels 

In a previous report, Ahmadi et al. established a mobility model for the conventional N-

polar HEMT structures.5 By introducing the scattering mechanisms related to the InGaN and 

GaN/InGaN interface, e.g. alloy scattering and alloy cluster scattering6 in the InGaN, 

interface roughness scattering and interface charged states scattering at the GaN/InGaN 

interface, it is possible to establish a model for the N-polar GaN/InGaN composite channel 

HEMTs to predict the optimum InGaN thickness and In composition for different channel 

thicknesses, AlGaN cap thicknesses and compositions, sheet charge densities, etc. The 

model will significantly simply the structure design process and provide insights into the 

electron transportation in the N-polar composite channel HEMTs. 

 

 Research into the InGaN deposition conditions to minimize InGaN related 

scattering in the composite channel HEMTs 

For the N-polar HEMT structures with GaN/InGaN composite channels, as the channel 

thickness keeps reducing, the impact of the scattering introduced by the InGaN layer, such 

as the charged interface states scattering at the GaN/InGaN interface, alloy scattering and 

alloy cluster scattering in the InGaN layer, on the 2DEG becomes significant. On this 
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account, further improvements can be expected by improving growth techniques to 

minimize the interface states at the GaN/InGaN interface and improve the uniformity of 

indium distribution in the InGaN film.5,6  

 

 Investigating the impact of the LT AlGaN cap on the composite channel 

HEMTs and addressing possible drawbacks 

In order to prevent desorption of In atoms, a low growth temperature for the AlGaN cap 

on top of the InGaN layer is required. However, low temperature growth leads to an increase 

of carbon incorporation due to incomplete pyrolysis, surface roughness and defect formation 

because of low surface mobility during growth. It’s very important to analyze the impact of 

the LT AlGaN caps on device performance, identify related problems and improve the 

growth techniques accordingly.  

 

 N-polar HEMTs on on-axis substrates for further channel scaling 

In order to grow smooth N-polar GaN films free from hexagonal hillocks, substrates 

with 4° miscut were used. While the vicinal substrates realized the growth of smooth and 

high-quality N-polar films by MOCVD, the surface steps introduce extra roughness of the 

interfaces and surfaces, the impact of which on the 2DEG becomes significant for ultra-thin 

channels. Development of high-quality N-polar material growth on on-axis substrates will 

be beneficial to the production of N-polar HEMTs with ultra-thin channels.   
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